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C m H E R  I ■■ '
THE RM)CI»IFFIAN TMDITIOl .

The impetus and inspiration tiiieh the novels of Aan Radeliffe have
given t© wiiers during her tiae and sneh after are manifold <, The reader
■ i7ho is interestpd.; in similarity •.and , s©\ir@© pill find it fascinating t©
; trace the Hadelifflan tradition through the novel and through poetry0 
Bren such far=flimg writers as Goncharov and Dostoyevs^- and Herman Mel
ville seem influenced by the traditions though the first two were without'

. 1 - ■;■■■■ ■■■ : :■ ■■ ■■.doubt inheritors ©f it through Byron0 Herman Melville seems to have been
relatively well versed in the writings. @f Mrso Badeliffe§ hi® Ahab seems . . 
especially derived from a Radeliffian-Byronie Fatal laa0 In speaking of 
the antipathy between Glaggart - and Billy Budd, Melville says the eause of 
its Necessarily to be assumed-as the sole one assignable9 is in its' very 
realism as much charged with that prime element of Badellffiaa romances 
the i^steriousg as any that the ingenuity of the author of the %steries

. 2, ■ ' : . .. —
of Hdolpho could devisee,® This ©sample is very indicative for the schol
ars it offerss to,one interested in the possibilities of a rare juxtaposi
tion of authors^ food for exciting research o We are prone nowadays to 
sever men ©f genius, from popular convention. . It is often enlightening to 
relate great men to movements about themg and thus eoaaect them m t h  the 
lesser members of , their generationo Byrong without doubtg drew; sustenance .

' lo And through the ■ Marquis de Sad© o See s in this re specie, Geoffrey 
Gorer$. The life and Ideas of,.the Marquis de Sade (Londong 1955)s p. 870



from the Radeliifian tradition^ making something out of it quite different 
from "tohat it originally -cmso The heroes of Byron0 s Lara and The Giaour are 
not translations verbatim of a Montoni but are interpretations (eonseieasXy 
or uneoasoiously) of a type mde popular by Ifcso Rsdeliff®o For the somrees 
of IfeSo Radoliffs ®#m heroes and settings must plumb the depths of na
tive teglish and of Continental' literaturesQ It would be as umds® to seek 
her models' only in Walpole0s The Castle of Otranto as it would be to seek 
Byron0 s model's only from The %"8t@rles of DdelphOo toy eonsoientious stu= 
dent of Freaeh literature would look as far b&ek as the Abbe Prevost0 s B@ 
Philesophe anglais @u histolre d®' Mo Clevelands, fils naturel de Cromgell 
(17S2-1TS9) for the most complete precursor of the Gothic novel and the 
Byronie her©0 But ©nee at the Abb© Prevost it would be necessary to go far
ther back in time for the fragments which were pasted together to fora his 

3
booko A sense of cultural unity from what would at first glance appear



(for the most part) femal© aotslists pomred ©tit sentimental newels by 
tber iraadredso The peaehant f@r the highly emtional. and correct aeweX of 
young ladies sad their miniscule troubles seems to haw© palled by the last 
years of the century<, Sentiseatalismg' saeh as it wass could not haw gmr» 
wired' in popularity had it not been metamorphosed into a gear© with more 
wigor and less nieetyo Mpso Badeliff e was/ perhaps „ the greatest influ©as@ -. 
for this mew change © Sh© added to the outline drasm by Walpole aad made 
of it a composite of both the Gothic and the sentiaeatalo . By keeping 

■ within the bourgeois- morality of the late. eighteenth century she assured ' 
■herself of a wide reading public $ and by taking up the mechanisms of the 
Gothic s the mechanisms of the terror=romaaee school g she could appeal on 
an additional plane:to both the mores of the time and to those who were 
outside the fold either by inclination or by necessityo lirso Radeliff® 
fused two existing schools of literatures the sentimental and the Gothic0 
.Walpole^s The Castle, of Otranto was am amomalyg The Eysteries of Udolph© , 
is a further extension ©ftwo literary: typeso Perhaps this is- why Ifrs 0 
ladeliffe has remained much more readable to the present time than Walpole „ 

lhat are the characteristics of the Radeliffiah tradition1? One of the 
most important elements is the character" ©f the young heroine 9 beautiful^ 
sentimental and melaaeh©ly9 who is caught in terrible cireusastaaeeso She 
is intelligent aad feeling; she almost always plays the lute and sings 
haunting refrains and is a veritable median harp of the emotions, played 
upon by e^ery chance wind ©f nature0 Sh® is. invariably is love with a 
young man of much the same cast == virtuous5, .musical, quite young, sensitive 
to nature and the higher, subli#ties, and veritably bloodless.0 The center 
of the vortex of mystery is #ie evil character » the Marquis .de lontalt. ia 
The Romance of the Forest, Montoni in The Î ffsferies of Udolpfaog the monk



They eeriaialy are the. most disemssed eh.araetei’Ss the ©aes which stand ©at ' 
sharply and impressively fr@m her painted scenery and, stoek=e©mpany eastso 
There are qaalities in, these evil characters ^#%l@h were destined t© reew :
. insistently in the Fatal Hen ©f the Romantics8 sgrsterioms (bat eonjeetared 
to be esalted) origin9 traces @1" barnt-otit passions, snspieion of a ghastly"

: ' ; •' v  ^ . 4 ; ■ - ■
gailt, melancholy'habitSs pale face, anfergettable eysso® The rest of the 
east are not ,too memorable8 the wloww characters, the'banditti and the 
rusticss the bourgeois philosophers, the comical servants in the style of; 
Juliet’s nurse, Adam in As Ton Like It, or Imogen’s servant Pisardo in
. '" V; 5 ■ :v:;; : 1 V7 ; ' , .. ' '
Cymbeline o Though, lirso Radcliffe1 s characters .are obviously contrived,
they are actors in a gripping drama of mystery and suspenseo By means of 
Gothic castles, labyrinthine ways beneath old rains, horr@r=sfilled .darkness, 
extinguished lamps,.ghosts (real and imagined), and violent death Irso Rad- 
cliffe keeps the reader galloping along tWard' the denouement, which is - 
often disappointing because of her irritating habit of explaining her mys
teries o Her Gothic., is: obviously ill-=c©atriv®d| despite the century in which 
the action takes place, her castles are uniformly dilapidated ~ a device 
.for her which is primarily identified with the setting, a necessary part of 
any romantic landscapeo The feeling which she aimed at by the presence of 
ruined castles and mouldering tombs is.summed up by Mpso Radcliffe herself- 
at the beginning of perhaps’her most tedious work, Gaston de'Blondevilleg

.. . The melancholy scene arouhd-'him-spoke, "with the simplicity of . ■ ■ . .

4 0 Mario Praz, .'The -Romantic Agony (Mew York, 193S):, p0 590
So ■ Hino Rail©, The Haunted Castle (Hew York, 1927), pc Slo .. ' .



ireieess' t&at revelled beneath m %  the poap of pew@r9 the mag-- 
Kiifle@B6® of wealths the graee of bea®tys the joy ef h@p@s the 
interests of h i #  passion and of lew pnrsnits have passed' from 
the seen®; for ever| yet we remains the-spectres of departed- 
years .and, shall remains feeble as we •are* when $&&$> .who now gaze 
’ mpon tass shall hare ©eased to be in this worMo55®

This is; typically a sentimental approach to realityo It is also typically 
romantic | with the addition of immediate danger supplied by evil and imo= 
eenee in despair such rains take on an overwhelming significance for the 
readero There is a sense of the past in ISrso Radeliffe’s novels which of
fers us emotions of not only melancholy and longings but of actual terroro 
The presence of the dead, in the form of imagined spirits or of portraits

sense of sentimental aelaacholy and superstitious awe® The fusion of the 
strange and the familiar is nowhere better seen than in Mrs® Radeliffe9 s 
novels® ' , ■

This same urgency of the past in the milieu ©f the present is familiar
■ ® r . ■ .to readers of Byron = The whole Romantic Itevement is concerned with a re-

8.® . Posthumous IForks (Londona 1836 j? .2$ 31®
.To Ho M® Fai,rehild8s definition of Eomaatieism-is well illustrated 

here® The" effect of all the “fusions54 Rairehild speaks of is the most im
portant facet of the Romantic. Movement ® It is well to say that the Roman
tics. delighted in coupling opposites § but the underlying philosophy which 
caused them to, do so would lead us more directly to an understanding of the 
Romantic. Movement o Romantic literature yields a certain type of aesthetic 
response | this response, is a “feeling with53 and not a static relationship® 
The Romanticist8 s “illusioned. view of, the universe and ©f human life88 is 
not produced by Fairchild6 s “fusions88 but is an integral part of a definite: 
emotional synthesis® For Fairchild9s definition^, see his Romantic Quest . 
(Philadelphia^ l#l3g Chapter HIl® .

8 , The significance of the past is primary in Byron9 s . early works 
especially-® Childe. Harold is rich in extension in this regard®



■ offered by SBGh Gothic s@Btim@atalisa td-btaild up a pseudo^Hedleval wrld"
quit® different from * a t  w  now consider the Bark Ages t® have been0 On
the whole, this return t@ the past was a return to a dream, often to a
utopian dream, a reliquary dream of the 50golden age60 of a society less @n=
cumbered with the harsh realities of existence^ ^fhe essence of the mood.
is always the straining of the imagination away from the here and now,
from an actuality that seems paltry and faded compared to the radiant hues 

' 9 . "
of one’s dreamo® The Medievalism of Byron and Mrso Radcliffe is certainly
not the same as that of Keats or of Shelleyi hardly even is it the energetic 
pomp of a Scotto The Gothic of Byron and Mrs0 Radcliffe is the Gothic of 
gloom and horror, with rarely a sense of safety mthin a normal variety of 
affairs g the sense of evil and guilt hangs over the world like an omni
present shadow, rarely broken by the sun of reas©n0

As we have noted before, it is possible to attribute the sentimental 
novel to a revolt against the cold unfeelingness of the Augustan Ag@o The 
conventions of the terror^romantieists which we have noted as a revolt 
against the insipid monotony of sentimental novels resulted in a slanted 
viewpoint toward the Medieval pasto The fusion of the. sentimental and the 
terrible could only result in affected use of Gothic scenes for mystery and 
foreign fascination-, %"stery and foreign fascination in Gothic scenes are 
typically Byronlo and typically Radeliffiano Later on we shall have the 
opportunity to investigate further these traits in Byron-, There is hardly 
another major writer whose penchant, for the tomb and for the terrible Is

90 Irving Babbitt, Rousseau and Romanticism, Meridian Edition (lew 
York, 19S5), po 83o : . ■



as great as B^rom^Sg notably in, M s  Ghllde Harold and im iiis early Tales = 
la the midst-of eyen swift and descriptive narration there m i l  come a 
sudden stopping point filled with horror9 reminding us (n&w with & hum®r= 
ous smile) of the earlier poetry of the Graveyard School« For instance

It is as if the dead could feel
The icy worms about them steal 9 '

' And shudder5 as the reptiles creep ; ■' '
To revel o'er their rotting sleep

Byron was closely connected to the ladcliffiaa tradition through his 
close acquaintanceship with Matthew Gregory Lewis ("’Monk® Lewis9 as his 
friends called him because, ©f his masterpiece of terror The Monk) and with
Ifrso Shelley (whose Frankenstein is still well known)o .In 1816 Byron was 
at Biodati ©n. the lake' of Gen@yas with Dr« Polidori2 Le®is9 and the Shel=* 
ley@o It was during this time that Lewis read Goethe® s Faust to Byroas

turns ©he evening writing 88ghost storieso® lirso Shelley conceived Franken
stein at this tiiaeo Byron wrote a fragment of a Gothic tale (published in 
1819 as A Fragment); which Dr. Polidori later enlarged with suggestions 
(about Byron) from Caroline Lamb® s Glenarvon and published in The lew. . 
Monthly Magazine as The Vampire. Dr. Polidori attached Byron®s name to 
the tale and the public (Goethe included) took the piece without surprise 
as one of Byron® s typically gloomy tales «• this time9 in prose<, Both his 
acquaintance with writers of the Radclifflam tradition, Lewis and

10o Lines 945-9480 Coleridge notes here that "Byron was wont to let 
his imagination dwell on these details of the charnel-houseQ®. The whole 
poem, indeed, teems with images much the same as the passage . here notedo -



8

'Shelley- espeeislly, and his thorough knowledge of terrar-’-romantie literal ' 
tnres would lead us to believe that Byron took the Gothic school seriously 
and was interested in.it from am artistic standpointQ

It is the purpose of this paper to investigate more closely the several 
points on -which Byron and'Mrso Badeliffe correspond^ and to find a partieu= 
lar aesthetic similarity between them which may illuminate the nature of 
Hrso Badeliffe8s influence not only on Byron but, by extension, on all 
those:writers (and the numbers are great): who came under her magie. spellt 

All references to Byron’s works will refer to the edition published 
by John Murray, the poetry edited by Ernest Hartley Coleridge and the prose 
by Rowland E« Protheroo References to the letters and journals will be 
noted as LJ, to the poetry as simply Poetryo References to Childe Harold 
will be, likewise, shortened to CH with the corresponding stansas of the 
Ifarray editiono



his tim©o As a post. he. may To® eonsidered as typically world^easyp in 
spiritual isolation from his native society* and protesting against that•

fill f©r past crimess ruhs through his worko , Byroa is-typically iatrospec^.
' '' " ' ■■ - ■■■ ■'■. ■ . . '• . ' : . . ' ' % • t i w 9 but this facet of his poetry is one tiiieh needs much close studyo .

It often seems- that half-serious. ©r merely teasing elements in Byron s even 
in M s  early works9 haye been mistaken too regularly for clues of real sin
cerity. There was something in him which took delight in the ridiculous^ 
he wrote as much to lEss Milbanke-in - a letter of October 20$ 1814$ noting
also that he hoped he was %dt vesy ill natured off the stage $ and$ if

■■ ■: ; :■ : - ' : ' ■ ' ; 2 . ", ■ ' ' ... ■ ■ ■ ■ angry $ never loud o'® .It is perhaps a futile question to ask how much of
his gloom was sincere and how much, only a pose* It seems that he was quite •
amusing as a coppaaioa* though there are.differing stories, on this matter=
‘ Sir Walter Scott as well as Byron8 s own wife attested that his gaiety was
indicative of a deeper and more tragic note of melancholy« Byron himself

i ; s . . - ; ; ■■ ■ ■ ' . - - ... ■. ■ ' ;
says the same things but contradicts himself again and again0 His actions .

lo How much, for instances of Byron8 s early-expressed irony can we take 
• for a true indication of cynicism? Byrbn was never immune from the disease 
-of striking a pose simply for effeet$ in society as well as in his poetry. 
Often the irony in his tales seems.to be for. mere entertainmento His own 
feelings ©n this matter have been noted later in. this, chapter0 For a more 
adequate statement of this problem$ see Eleanor M. Siekels$ fhe Gloomy Ego- ' 
ist (Hew Torkg 19S8.)$ p0. Slio ' ’ . . . . .



' . ■ : ■ ■■■■ - .v . : . - . 10V

@b the “hoards” were enough to Inspi?© fear9"• f&seinatien9 &mj  toward M m  «*■ 
not to mention love0 Women were drawn to him| he had a fatal faseinati@Bo 
8He flarated before the public his eynicismj,’ his sins9 and his. hetero
doxies = yet he, winced and cried out in bitterness when the public took 
his Satanism in. serious earnest«® This is as much as to say that most of 
his social life was nothing more than a protracted pose0 Ifs as it seeass " 
it was a pose# Aere was his model? The close resemblance to Badeliffe0s 
heroes we have noted§ we might look closely at Byron and try to diseers 
more exactly that resemblance0 But we shall have more opportunity for this
latero At any rate9' it is obvious that Byron lived his part to the Mlto

■ ' ' ■ : - . . ’ . ■ V- , 5He believed9 Satanicallys that it was his destiny to ruin all he came hear<>
This trait is familiar to readers of the novels of the Radeliffe school;
in the same c©zihectiott.s. the Marquis de Hontalt in The Homamce of the Forest
has a similar blighting influence on. all those with whom he comes into eon-

lie know much about what %rom reado His own testimony as to what had 
given him inspiration might. give us a key to both his personality and to. - 
his worko In Chllde Harold occurs the trell^knbw references - .

I loved her Jfenic^ from ayr boyhood - she to me
Rising like water-columns. from the sea. - 
Of Joy the sojourn^ and of Wealth the mart;
And Otway, Radeliffe,’ Schiller, Shakespeare® s art. 
Had stamped her imagb is m@o o oo®

4= Siekels, p<
So The consequence of such an attitude can be seen perhaps in their 

most striking light in. Ethel Colburn layne's Life of Lady Byron (Hew York, 
1929) o' . ~

St Canto If, svilio
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la the foota@t© to this stanza in th© Barray: editlon9 Coleridge notes that 
®%roa 'was indebted for more than ®a®. saggestion” to fhe l^steries of 
UdolphQo Coleridge notes as a parallel this passage from Mrso' Hadeliff© 3

The air bore no sounds9 but'those of sweetness eehoing along 
each margin ©f the eanal and, from gondolas on its surfaces 
while groups of masks were seen dancing on the moonlit ter
races s end seemed almost to realise the romaaee of fairy^lande

Byron seems to have been true to his first loves@ He was acquainted with 
most of Shakespeare9 s playso- Otway had5 ef course^ made a great impression 
upon him0 He had read Schiller9 s Tod Abels as a boy and also his Geister- 
seheTo The latter book and Die Rgaber5, which he read in 1814s seem to 
bay© had a singular fascination for hia0 Among a great number of other 
books which passed through his hands9 Beekford0 s Vathek and M® G® Lewis8 s 
The Monk seem to have been to his tastes § both ©f these booksj, and the 
work of Baturin^ with ibich he cam® into contact through his work with 
Drury Lanes were in the Hadeliffian traditions Vathek less so than the 
others® During Byron8s later years Sir Walter Scott became for him a ver=
itable master of prose style ® Byron, said he had 53 re ad all W® Scott’s
. ; ■ . ; . : . ? ■ -. . ■■■. ■ 
novels at least fifty times®. = an 0zaggeratio% without doubt, but signifi-'
cant so far as taste goes® Seotts inhis ®Lives of the -M©velists?wvhand~
somely praises Mrs® Hadeliffeg and we cannot entirely overlook the infla=-
enee Aieh she must have had on even him® .• Still talking' about Seotts
Byron •writes to John Murray % July B4S 1814 5 ’’Waverly is the best and most
interesting novel I have redd®.(sic1 since = I.don’t.know when® I like it .
as much as 1 hate all the female trash of the last four months®® He w s

7® LJS Vs 151® ; . .
' 8® LJS III9 110®
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sneering, st. Maria Edgeworth ahd--, ether such . sentimeatal writers o In litera^ 
ture3 as in. life^ B^ron hunted for the sensationalo the novels of Se©tt91 
tinetBred m t h  Medievalism and the Gothic s appealed readily to his tasteso 
His tastes in literature wereg perhaps to uss strange for a man of his 
geniuso Hhat is stranger is that his tastes did not change-over the years« 
It seems reasonable.' to suppose that his early likings would; remain primary 
to his inspirations as rather a center to a, wide knowledge of-contemporary 
■writing o: -

In the early years of his poetic fame (1811=1816} Byron comes perhaps 
closer to the Radcliffian traditions as a man and as an artists than at 
any other timeo He was the fashion ands as such 9 was the talk of a social 
set remarkable even at that time for itS' licentiousness» His- pale fore
head^, clustering dark locks of hair about his melancholy faee9 his silence 
and -moodiness all combined to make him a real Fatal 3fen of Romantic fiction« 
The Satanic elements in his nature were heightened by the stories of his 
travels and gossip about orgies held at Hewstead Abbey0 He both frightened 
and'.fascinated the female populaceo .Childe Harolds The Giaour9 The Bride 
of Abydoso ,The Gorsairs Eara were all - written in a definite■milieu of 
fashionable gloom9 .while he was posingo . Tet the pose was quite, suitable 
to Byron5 s background and was probably a result of heredity9 physical stig
ma, natural inclination» Therefore, it had the mark of the genuine, which 
hardly another Romantic eccentric could claims His taste for the macabre 
is shown by the grotesque re-Hee he brought back from his travels in the . - 
Hear Easts four ancient.: Athenian skulls and a phial of Attic hemlock, 
among other no less strange souvenirs - four live tortoises, a greyhound, 
two Greek servants => The skulls and the hemlock were part of Byron” s accent



' ■■■ : ; ; '■ ' ■ ; ’ ' ' V 18

©a death (as th6 t@yp©r=r©maa@e sehool’s aiseemt was @a death)0 This later- 
est in the dark pages ©f life's trassitery .h©©k. was a natural result^ t©©s 
©f %r©a' s heritageo Qmite-'early he lamghs at himself (but not quite eon-' 
trineingly) in a letter of April 9, 1804s to Augustag ra 0 Q ojou know in th© . 
course of a few weeks I shall be quite au desespoirg shoot myself and Go . 
out of the •world -wiih •eolats and, my .History will furnish materials for a
pretty little Romaneso 0 = 0®. This half-htaaer of a sixteen-year-old boy is
much different from the ironical half-seriousness- m t h  which he later viewed, 
death and corruptiono He seems to hark back more and more as he grows older 
to the sentiments-of Macbeths ;

%" way of life 
' Is fallen into the sear 2 the yellow, leaf ;

^ , And that which should accompany ©Id age . • ; ; ,
■' . ..As honour j,' loves :©bedieae@s 'troops of friendss. ;

I must not look to haveo

We must not overlook the fact that his great-grandfather and his grandfather 
were, both suspected ©f suicide o Bgrom himself must eertainly have thought: 
now and. then of the possibility of suicide - for himself and perhaps this is 
one reason2 among ■ many ©therss for his interest in the morbid in life and 
■ literatureo ' , 'v- . 1 -: ■ "

Byron is often accused 'of having written himself into his poems6 This 
is particularly true of parts of his Tales and9 eertainlys of the obviously 
autobiographical Ghilde Harold. His enthusiasms without doubt played a. 
great part in the character of his poetryo -- He wasg as. he said about Canto 
IX of Ghilde Harold, "half mad during the time of its compositions between 
metaphysics9 mountains9 lakes, love unextiaguishables thoughts unutterable.



: ' ■ ■: ' . . " ■' ■ : . ' 10 .. ; ■ , and the nightmare #f my oxm deliaqneneles o60 d£ The Corsair he says ®it
■ ' • - . . II. -"   • ' ' .

tfas written cos amor®s andrmMch: ;from e3Elsten©e0® 4s if to defend him*. .
self s he says wTlie-Giaour is certainly a bad characters but not dangeromss ■• . ...  ̂ . . . . . lg 
. and I think his fate and his feelings will meet with few proselytes o®
He says- he wrote The Bride of■Abydos and published it mfor the sake of em
ployments - to wring i$y thoughts from reality and take refuge in * imagine '

. • lg '

ingSj0 however 1horrible|5 <, c 0.0ro' But in a letter to Thomas Moor® of March 
4S 18229 he defends himself from the acomsation of 88living® a character of 
his own devisingg

%" ideas ©f a eharaeter may' ran away with meg like all imaginative 
men";, Is 6f Somrsep' embody myself with the eharaeter while X draw 
its hut not a moment after the pen is off the paper

Byron9 s Corsair and Giaour bear a strong resemblance to the Byron that 
we knowi they'are removedj aristocraticallys from the world about them, are 
full of strong pas sloms which are hidden beneath an outward ealac Studied 
and aloof $ they are, yet sensitive to beauty about them* They are 9 in a 
words the very essence of the Fatal Man and are, like Hrs* Radeliffe9-® w-* 
forgettable Montoni, cursed with criminal desires but unrepentant in the 
face of guilt * Lara, too, it would seem, is an autobiographical character* 
The. lines in which Byron so clearly painted the features of the Byronie
: ' - . - ■ i s  .
Hero in this poem still remain the best short portrait of the type* These 
lines almost perfectly describe Byron as he appeared in society after his 
first awakening' to fame in 1811 till he sailed from England in 1816 „ This

w  ID* M p  If," 40* ; . , 10* U ,  XX, 295*
...11* M g  XX, 882* '.. - 14= M S,?XS SS*

■ 12 * M s XX, 2 if * . 15 * Lara, Gaato X, syii=ad,Xo



notoriety in his homeland» The eharaeteristie figure of the Byrooie - Her© 
■was 5, by the end of 1816 .ufoen the scandal of the separation had added the 
conclusive touches of Satanism to it2 ehrystalligedg Byron never escaped 
the reputatioa ighich he had built up abeut him during his first great fame 
as a poeto His sniile ‘’■ra.ther’d to a sneer60 and though he was 60gayest amid 
the gay0 o others was in him a vital scorn .of alloo oo® What he had said 
about Lara could well have been said about Mas “His early dreams of good 
outstripped the truths/-And troubled manhood follow0d baffled youiho®

lie shall have opportunity to develop snore closely the concepts of the 
Byronie and the Radeliffian Heroes© This short survey of Byron the man is 
merely to give credence - to the story that Byron did play quite often a 
dramatic partg did posey -whether he played the part only in . his early days 
@f f ashionable repute and iiiether this part was" partially sincere or en= 
tirely feigned need not bother us here<, But we mustp at this points be 
"relatively certain that he was early interested in the effect his presence 
made on the women of fashionable societyg woswn interested: in the type of 
hero which, had made lfrs = Radeliffe immensely popular o Byron0 s' nobility, 
the hints of crime and of Satanic cruelty/ his brooding and melancholy air 
all these gave -him, in his social set* certain well known affinities to 
the heroes which dominated the actions and sufferings in Mrs* Radcliffe0 s 
novels©

Ihen he first arrived in Venice his former reading must have given a. 
rich coloring to an already rich background©. In a letter to Augusta ©f

I have mot been going out a great dealg.but quite as much as I 
like© I am going .out this evening in my cloak and Gondola '«= .



. ' ■■ . , IS :
■ There are: two nice Mrs0 Radeliffe words for y©a<> .

The repatation vfnieh he had established at home dogged his footsteps eren 
in Veniceo His foie had beebme so much a part of his life that he could 
not escape ito Sightseers followed him everywhere @n the Gontineat| •
ladies were still aghast ht, M, e; manner - - of living g and at least ©n one ee— 
easion one Englishwoman fainted ©n hearing his name announced in a drawing-* 
rooaio He inspired terror and-curiosity always and .he must have enjoyed it . 
. quite oftenj, 'Since it 'gave-him a certain prestige 0 ; ■

But we would be heartless if we had no pity for hi% as we would be . . 
heartless (and brainless) if we ignored the great thought and sentiment ... 
couched ia Romantic excesses of verbiageo We * s t 9 if w® are to understand 
any great artist 9 look below.- the surface (even when it is boiling with pas
sions and shipwreck) of his mind’s sea to the hard rock bottom of honest 
feeling indicated by the wordso Wot too much later than the above passage 
from his letterss . he writes for himself in his journals " '

But in all this » the recollections of bitterness s and more espe
cially of recent and more home desolation^ which must accompany 
me through lifed have preyed upon me here§ and neither the music 
of the Shepherd^ thercrashing of the Avalancheg nor the torrent,
•the aouhtaiSn' the-Glacierj, the'Forests nor the Clouds have for 
: one moment lightened: the weight upon - sy hearts nor enabled me to . 
lose my own wretched identity in the majestys and the power, and 
the Glorys around9 aboves and beneath ae<,^

This speqeh we ©aa also classify as a 10type18 — but it is sineere3 neverthe
less,, it seems to this witero, Byron the man lived the part of one of his 
own heroes § and he was also9 as a man9 akin to the heroes of If s0 Radeliffe $,

' ..161 M 3 ' %  M:. . • - .
IT. U p  H I 9 864; -
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. which has led one of the best scholars writing on the Romantic Bbvememt
, to say that Byron was roin spite- of his mocking attitude69 connected "with
the terror«=remntieists both by personal ties and inclination as well, as

. ' 18 '. - ; 
by his choice of literary material o60 -

. '.18o Railop po MS, . . 1



■ CmPfEB.III ; 
mTURE AID HATtffiAL PHEBOHEm

The esssne© ©f aatwe as an abstraet imitj iss in both %ron and Ifesb

the old matter of the p&tkoti© fallaeyo Byron, and Ifrso Badeliffe are

they do even more than thisg they raise nature up to a sphere of near
equality m t h  the individual and shmaaai®@m it9 so that nature is no longer
unfeeling and disinterested as it was during Augustan times (and would b©

1
again a little later)9 but is almost an answer t©p a eeling^with$,® the 
emotion of the individual o For example s emotion in the solitary enthusi= 
ast does not come from a sudden transport of nature in storm; but a sudden 
change in nature such as a storm is nearly always a “©©^response’® to feel
ings of power or terror in the mind of the solitary ©nthusiasto la both 
Byron and Mrso Badeliffe there is this unity of feelings this interplay of 
emotion in man and nature» In almost all literature we deal with settings

lo An admirable comparison cam be made between these two extremes o 
Taking pseudo^slassie Pope and the ultra=realistie de Sade9 and paral
leling themp we see in both that mature is wdisinterested® = but for differ
ent reasonso In Pope a Christian good becomes identified with beauty as good; 
in d® Sade a non-Christian desire for evil (as the Christian world sees evil) 
results in a divorce of nature from any moral purposiveness at alio Pope’s 
^disinterested” mature9 objectively tranquil3 harks back to the classic 
pastoral; de Bade”s nature earn only be identified with classic tradition on 
a Byomisian level9 a mutual-pleasure basis» See in this respect de Sad©’s 
Hotiee to his Coates et FabliauXo
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for emotiomg heres we must speak of settings, with a universal will=4o~ ' 
unity<, with an additional interplay between natural: phenemena. and present 
dramtic eireumstaneeo ■ . ... ' '

The - eenwntioa of the solitary enthusiast is an inportant element in 
both Byron a M  lirso HadeXiff©o Hatmre speaks not to th® mass but to the ' 
sensitive5, responsive individualIn Byron and B?So Sadeliffe the. solitary' 
enthusiast is not of >• Beusseauistie typ@| nature never becomes for the . 
onlooker a permeating fOroe Of leveg nor'does mature dissolve the personal^ 
ity in. its univers.al soul through the. revery:. of-the mindo ten does notP 
in this eoaneotion;,. seek to beeome ©f the same Bystie substanoe -as the

■s / : " . ■■■ ■, - ,
oak tree| but man seeks instead to raise the oak tree to his own level, 
Mature is never a good in itself for Byron or for jfrSo Radeliffes but is 
a portion of individual good or evilo The f orces of nature becomes thus?
equated with human emotion and form an adjunct, to already synthesised ,

, ' " 4 ' ' ,, ' ' ' ■■■■'.■ - ' ' . ■ : •
human responseso

To reach a primary source for this type of ttature~man relationship 
formulated aboveg we' must go back far into primitive societies to the time 
when humans were barely differentiated from the wild; animals» But for the

S o This is to. say^ at the right moment ia a. dramatic situation the 
appropriate scenic effect occurso In The Romance of the Forest Adeline 
is awakened at might by a violent storm, giving her forewarning1 of the 
clandestine meeting of the Marquis de Moatalt and La Mott© to.decide her ... 
fat@0 ■ . k

S0 This recalls the .Greek fable ©f man. being born of ..the oak tre@0, 
Rousseau seeks to feel at on© with nature, however, and not to return to. 
a classical Golden AgSo

"...4b'- Human reactions? conventionaliaed in our instance here, make .it.... 
necessary that there be no margin for effects outside of the human cate-' 
gosyi emotional crises are: only observable through natural phenomena, since 
the solitary enthusiast is only emotionally relieved through contemplation .. 
of corresponding phenomena in natureo ,



so
Romantic eowention Ossian serves as a mere useful source and Is a iradi= 
tion in which both Byron and Mrso Radollffe wote o Rail© says5,. rai,m Rad= 
eliffe8 s nature^romaaticismj, deriving from Ossian̂ , among other sources 9

same soureej Byroads debt to Ws<» Radeliffe is not to be 
passage- points out for us the most obvious difference between the nature 
of Byron and 2&So Radeliffe3, their similarities stem from the common sourceg 
but how much of the Ossianic temper Byron derived from Radeliffe herself 
Is still an unanswerable question o ’ Rail# says this about - Byron $ and he 
- could as well have said it aboutErso \ Radeliffe g "In the spirit of Ossian/
Byron admires high mountainss dark ehasmss stormy waves9 solitude amidst
- . _■ ' - . . . ' ■ ; ' £ 

magnificent scenerys whose wildness fills his soul with an austere delight o®1'
One could safely venture to say that Byron* s nature is much mere than thiso
This stanza from Ghilde Harold certainly indicates a more subtle unity of
man and nature than merely I5austere delight® g ' '

Ihere rose the mountainss there 'to him were friendsi 
ilhere rolled the ©eeans thereon was his home3 .
Where a blue s^r3 and glowing elime9 extendss '
He had the passion and the power to roamg - 
The desert5, forest^ cavem9 breakera s foamy 

. Were unto him eoapanioashipi they spake
A mutual laaguage2 clearer than the tome . ' . .
Of his land* s tongue2 which he would oft forsake ^

In this stanza nature is- almost equated, with a' human belngj Byron raises 
the mountains to wfrlendsw and the desert,forest, cavern, and breaker’s

5, The Haunted Castle2 p, 150 7= Canto Xs xiiie
60 Ibidog p, l50o
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l@m, ie se©Bpaal©nso® the langmage that aatire speaks Is h@aest and clear
and is mst certainly B^ron^s ©vm laBigmage 0 Man has the choice of livings

- ; ' , Bnot in himselfs bmt as a portion of that aronnd hi'So Objectively speak-= 
ing§ of eoxzrses ;the artist can never become 50one® Tad.th the natnre about 
him! but he may make matures: in his worksg the very essence of his own 
personality^ simply by recognising and using corresponding aspects and 
events of nature« Writers cannot tWlly get away from a personal point of 
view9 eve% in the most factual ©f descriptions<>, In a senses everyone must 
interpret the world about him'for himself o The artist; especiallys cannot 
get away from a certain identification of himself with nature; human re==
sponses breed a more intimate unity between man and his natural surround”

ality to nature in this passage from the Biographia Mt@raria§

oooimagesg however beautiful; though faithfully copied from 
natures and as accurately represented in wordss do not of 
themselves characterise the poet0 They become proofs of 
original genius only as far as they are modified by a pre
dominant passion; or.by associated thoughts or images awak- 
ened by that passion; or when they have. the effect of redue- 
ing .multitude to unity; or succession ;t© .an instant; or lastly, 
ififhen a human and intellectual life is transferred to them from 
the poet®s Own spirito®

Byron’s soul was in rebellion against the world about him much of the time; 
he was full of passion;.both controlled and uncontrolledo Mature in his 
poetry has much of his .own personality; even though in correspondence with 
Ossiaa and oihers of. similar stamp«, M?s0 ladeliffe had little e©rr@spond-:

v 80 . GI;. HI; Irriio :

9* Selected Poetry and Prose of " Coleridge; Modern library Edition 
(Mew York; 1961); po 2T2 0 The. whole chapter C0T) deals with many facets 
of our probleito. . '



enee with Ossian personally! her mind was 'more comrentioaal morally and 
intellee'fcnallyp and she Was rather'a reelnse during most of her lifea The'
, pietmre ' we get ©f her-personality is disappointing! she bears all the 
bourgeois traits of her own heroines without the redeeming eire wistanees 
of terror and rosaaeeo feeept for the gloomy; seenes of wilderness and 
grandeurs Mrso Radeliff®1's hovels, deal largely with nature of mellowness 
and peac®o- Hfso Radeliffe admires the seenes of the wild Apennines and. the 
&lps§ bats on the tiaole g she is more smseeptible to the - melancholy of au» - 
tuanal woods. Through the medium of her journals we .can readily understand 
the care, .she has taken in.her novels to describe the more gentle aspects 
of natwe, mThe Life and Writings ©f W s  =. Badeliffeg® which appeared in 
the 1826 edition, of her" posthumous'Work's and "'which was probably written 
by her husband^ shows us graphically , her engrossed she was in all kinds of 
English countrysideo :eoaparing her idyllic landscapes of The Romance of • 
the Forest and The Mysteries of Pdolphpg we see how almost verbatim she 
transferred description of her native scenery to the Italian or French lo
cale of her novelso Her descriptions of the English countryside in her 
journals are full of that melancholy so. well known in her novelsg. but 
often in the journals the scene has a touch of more real homeliness, On 
a tour around Mttl© Haapton. in 1800., she-writes g  ■

Have never seen such wild woody mountains before in England; they 
'resemble the forests of Vetteravia more than anything I have seen, 
but with this difference, that there the mountains are more point-"

. iagg abrupt and r@ckys and that here the road often winds round. . 
the edge of the hills into deep and. most picturesque gladess where, 
comfortable cottages lie smug beneath noble trees, and ruddy ehil=. dren play under the branchessdO



This deserlpiisa is realistie compared to maay of the Eomstie and senti= 
Bsntal coB'rentions BSed la her ether entrieso In 1801s on a tear to Somth- 
aaptea* I»5Bingt@Bs and the Isl© of Wi^tta she witess

fhe deep gloom of siorssy clouds and fleeting light of sunshine 
extremely various; the sun often shedding a misty glory over 
the solemn woods in the wests "while sudden and awful shadows 
dwelt wide over other summits <,31

In this deseriptioxl we have such things as deep glooms fleeting lights 
misty glory5, solemn woodsa sudden and awful shadow ~ all. part of numerous 
descriptions found in Mfso Radeliffe’s novels» We might well ignore the 
significance of this type of. description if we found no others like it in 
the journals| but this example is only one of many» The oppressive gloom 
and terrific storminess of a great portion of ifirso Badeliffe8 s novels ws 
can with some justifieation attribute to secondary sources® Parallels in 12
text can be found with Mrs® Pi@s£isi notably in the descriptions of Venice® 
But such parallels only obscure the question of individuality® On the 
whole Irso Badeliffe follows a developing English literary tradition® The 
mottoes for her chapters give us the clue not only to the Gothic of Mrs® 
Badeliffe"s novels but to the whole tradition of the terror^remaatieistso 
The mottoes are from Ulton (L"Allegro and II Penserose especially)9 
Shakespeareg Collinss Graya Wharton., Walpole^ and others® With the addition 
of ghosts and scenes of terror to the melancholy and sentimentality of 
nature found in much earlier English writersg we have most ©f #»s® Bad-

11® Posthumous Works g I, 45 =
12o See Co P® lfclntyres Ann Eadcliffe in Relation to Her Tim@s Yale 

Studies in English, IZII Cl9B0)9 58=S10 These interesting parallels in 
text between Ife's® Eadcliffe and ffifcs® Plomzi make us realise hew conscien
tious an artist Mrs® Eadcliffe was®



differs coaventiona! deseriptiono Ifes□ ■ Radeliffe9s novels show ®a revived 
mse. ©f material found in elder literature and among the everyday surround
ings @f the authorsg •with the differeaeeS' as regards- literature9 thstoo*
/terror/ ̂ as now given greater prominence and could even form the chief . . 

, ■ ™  13
interest. Often Mrs®- Radeliffe uses idyllic scenery as a dramatic re
lief from the gloom and discomfort of damp walls and overshadowing clouds« 
These .scenes of peaceful and9 often5, convincingly naturalistic countryside 
impart a much different feeling from the towering mountainss roaring oceans 
and sudden storms which Mrs a Radeliffe is so fond of using as. as adjunct, 
of terroro “These seeness58 Talaneourt says to Emily in The Uysteries of 
Udolphp; ®soften the heart like the notes of sweet music2 and inspire that 
delicious melancholy ■which no pers©as who had.felt it ©nce9. would resign 
for the gayest pleasures © They waken our best and purest feelings^ dis— 
posing US' to beaev®lence2 pity# and friendship» The key word in such
idyllie descriptions is ®soften*® The truly evil characters such as the 
larquis de Montalt2 Hontonis Sehedonis never feel the softening influence 
of this type of natures their element is stera and darkness# wind and 
lightning*. This is clearly shown in this passage from The Italians

Over' the gloom of Schedoni# no scenery hads at any moment 9 power; 
the shape and paint of external imagery gave neither impression# 
nor colour to his fancy* He contemned the sweet illusions# to 
which other spirits are liable# and which often confer a delight 
more exquisite# and not less innocent# than any which deliberat
ing reason can bestow* 1®

This would appear to confirm the notion that mature in Mrs* Radeliffe is

13* Rail©# p0.SSo 
M o  ?ol* I# p* 46*

IS. Yol* II# p* 24T*



an answer t© the feelings of an individual» Even the rather msi$|)ortant ' 
young lover in Mrs» Eadcliffe's novels is, atun© to nature» Oontrast this v; 
-passage eoneerning .Yivaldi -mth the-, preceding quotation: .

ooohis thoughtful mind desired solitude0;' -:The.early breeaeh;:-: -'-'-.v 
sighing among the foliages that waved high over the. path, and 
the hollow dashing of distant water he listened to with eompla- 
oeneys fors these were sounds which soothed; yet promoted his 
melancholy mood| and he sometimes rested to gage upon the'scenery 
around" Mai, for, this too was .in harmony with the temper of his 
mind o 3-® ■ ' \

Mature is mot, here, a teacher, hut is:an additional indication of character 
as we have noted before o Melancholy does not issue from nature,' hut exists 
in the onlooker and is only intensified or brought to the surface by the 
surrounding sceneso

Another key to the assertion that it is emotion;which determines the 
aspect of nature is given by the differing emotions of Mrso Radeliffe9s 
heroines, #10 react towards the same scenery with varying emotions and thus 
give to .nature the color of their own personalityo In The Romance of the- 
Forest Adeline escapes from the Abbey, with the servant, Peter| as they . '
travel" towards safety Adeline undergoes many changes of heart»

As they slowly passed up the Bhone,'whose steep banks, crowned 
- with mountains, exhibited the most various, wild, and romantic 
scenery, Adeline sat in pensive revery. The novelty @f the 
scene through which she floated, now frowning with savage grand«

' @ur, and new smiling in fertility, and gay with towns and vill- ' 
, age's, soothed her mind, and her. sorrow gradually softened into a 

" . geptle :®ad not unpleasing. melancholyol^ ’

light pages laters

18o The Italian, X, p« 251= Italics mime*



Her spirits a thns ■weakeneds the gloomy grandeur of "bhe sdettes 
idiieb. had so lately, auakeaed emotions of delightfnl subliaitys 
Mmr ' awed her lato -terror^ she trembled at the sound of the 
torrents rolling among the oliffs9 and thundering in the v<̂ Le 
b@l©w2 and. shrunk from the view of the pr@©i|>iess2 ahieh sometimes 
ewerhung.the road# and at others appeared beneath .

Mature9 it rrould seem9 is-a good indieation ©f -shat the reader should ■ 
feelp alsOo The aesthetic response is in.direct proportion, to the effect ; 
of situation and natural phenomena on the protagonist g this mast eer= 
tairaly have been true in Mrso Badeliffe8s own time# as can be attested by 
the several understanding reviews of her work in the periodicals of the 
time0 : ' . ' ; ;

Such accoutrements as the lightning which heralds a ghostly appear
ance in The Mysteries of Udolphog ands in the same book/ the dancing light 
©n the points of the soldiers’ spears (due to electricity but indicative 
of supernatural terror)2 the violent storm at, the time of Madame lontoni6s 
deatho the wind ■eBich blows Adeline9 s candle out in The Romance of the
Forestp and the many instances of sudden storms and violence in nature in
all Irso Radeliffe’s novels have a certain effect of suspense and forebod
ing on the readero Often such elements give Mrs 0 Radeliffe an opportunity 
for a s@mi=elimax§ as at the time of 'Sally’s forced departure from the 
fortress of Udolpho in the face of-an oncoming storm which breaks at lastj 
her escort is about to make her enter a dark wood where she fears she is 
to be murderedo The suspense grows with the fury of the storm0

' 18o .Theltalianp Ip Po S79o . ' . - .
19o Mrso Radeliffe herself indicates this in The %rsteries of Udol- 

phOy lip po 585 “ocothe fire of the poet is in vaihp if the mind of his 
reader, is not tempered like his ownp however it may be inferior to his
in powero18 . .



Between the holes @£ the tress the bin® lighteniBg flashed and 
qtdwred. along the gr@imd9 wblleg as Seily looked rader the 
boughs9 the Mountains beyond frequently appeared to be elothed 
in livid flame

Thus the storm brings about the opportunity for suspense and heightens itc 
Adjectives applied to nature include the conventional 15dreadful,® ®sublime,® 
^terrible,® “awful,® /"picturesque,® “gloomy,® “melancholy,® without much 
close care as to use0 But within a passage groupings of these words cam 
point up the emotional condition of the character= Mote, for example, 
this passage from The Mysteries of Udolpho, in which Emily has found h®r= 
self caught in a terrifying situation, with no support and hardly any hop® 
of safety, surrounded by ruffians and oppressed by Monteni| her® the rugged 
Apennines help to explain her situation and her fears @f future horrors

The gloom of these shades, their solitary silence, except when 
the breeze swept over their summits, the tremendous precipices 
of the mountains that oasie partially to the eye, each assisted 
to raise the solemnity of #d.ly*s feelings into awes she saw 
only images of gloomy grandeur, or of dreadful sublimity, around 
her| other images, equally gloomy, and equally terrible, gleamed 
on her imagination0£1

Mrso Radeliff@9s use of the idyllic is quite characteristic of s®nt±<=> 
mental literature and is part of the milieu of the virtuous heroineo By 
contrast, her us© of the tempestuous, the grand, the more frightening @f 
natural phenomena is more nearly unique and is part of the milieu of the 
evil personage, the Fatal Man<> If part of Byron9 s heroes has been bor=» 
rowed from Badcliffe it would be expected, too, that he would transfer the 
proper milieu, and this is quite obviously the ease» Byron said that his



; ; ■; v . ' - v .... ■ ::: v;; ■ ' .22 'charae.ter eould be smiBed up ia oae word -■ lightning = His aame is con-.
nee ted with the nature of powerful - phenomena s tempest and wildness o Then
let the Winds howl ohl® he said, mtheir harmony shall henceforth be my

23 . . . .. .
atosiCoo oW But his nature is not demoniacal in its fury but is tempered

— —
. ■ • x ' ■ latmr©s aor to©' sombr® nor. to© gay9 ::::

. Wild but mot rudeg awful yet mot austere«24 ■ :

Like Mrs» Badeliff@s Byron tenders his .scenes with idyllic glimpses which 
are in contrast to his more typical sceneryg ' ...

. ' , _ ;■ . the. green hills % ■
Ire clothed with early blossoms <=■ through the grass 

v ,' , ■; The quiek==eyed Msard' rustles «= and the hills .,. :
■ ' of suiEn@r=birds sing welcome as ye pass| • '

Flowers fresh in hue s and many in their class y •
Implore the pausing stepj, and with their dyes'
Dance in the soft breeze in a fairy mass|
The sweetness of the Violet8 a deep blue eyes.

Kissed by the breath of heavens seems coloured by its skies

But the more powerful scenery of mountains and tempest is Byron’s usual 
setting! and this, is .only:natural because of the interior plot and charac
ter of .his peetry.o The tales, including Ohilde. Haroldg call for- natural 
phenomena to suit the wild passions of the protagonists and to form an.aes
thetic unity with the violent actiono It is as unthinkable to eozmeet a 
bucolic landscape with someone like the Giaour as it would be to connect 
the- scenes ©£ Virgil0 e Georgies with Hamleto Both the Giaour and Hamlet 
' would have to lose their will for. fevehge before we could put them 1 m a.
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ssttiag ©f hardest - and raatual joy in natureo Bren -without their dominant 
trait they w m M : still be in disharmony with the worlds howeverg, for the 
eharaoter of both is so deeply interrelated with darkness and melaneholy 
that we wonld not have the same person .at all once we iatrodneed the® to 
light and happinesso

fhough, the convention of music is used less by %r@n» and in a speci^L 
Oriental contextj, still it forms a certain element of kinship with life’s o 
Radeliffeo %ron thought the connection of music with beauty was only logi
cal,, noting Madame de Stael1s section on painting and music in De 1*Al!e=

26 ,

magne to enforce his viewo Perhaps recalling the singing contest in life's«
BadeIlffe8s Ifrsteries of tldolphop Byron laments the absence ©f song in■ ■ ■          ^
Veniceg ' . • . . , ■ : .

In Venice fasso^s echoes are no more,
M d  silent rows the songless Gondolier§'
Her.palaces are crumbling to the shore,
And music meets not always:now-the e@r0ooo^

Child® Harold, 'leaving his native land. Is overcome by emotion' and, like 
Hrso'Radeliffees her®, pours out his;s@rrow bn the lutes . ;.

o e owhen the Sun was sinking in the sea 
He seised his harp, which he at times could string.
And strike, albeit with untaught melody,
IBhen deemed he no strange ear was listeningg 
And now his fingers o’er it he did fling.
And tuned his farewell in the dim twilighto ooo^®

'26a Poetry, III, p 0 164, note 2> The connection between music 
(harmony of sound) and beauty in woman (harmony of features) is certainly 
not far fetched o , Another reason' might follow from this = why imsie in 
Mrso Radeliffees novels'- is so closely - Connected with beautiful girls 0

2fo CH, I, riiio , , / ' , t ", ,
8So : GH, IV, ilio
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Byron msmally describes male and amsical instruments by .the m y 0 The 
above passage is rather rare, theno But we mist note that he uses zmsie 
as a convention, in the same way that Mrso Radcliffe uses It* It is 
understandable why Byron would find little - use for the convention of music 
in his poetryo Since the-Fatal lan is not connected with music, Byron 
would have. been foolish to add this “’sentimental68 touch, since the Fatal 
Man, the RadeXiffian hero type, is rarely touched by music except with the 
added attraction of a.femalee . In The Bride of. Ibydos, Zuleika is described.
a s  ' :: V  ' V  . -■ V ' . ; ,V; : '' ' ' • ■:

•• Blest — .as the ltoes@inTs etrain from Mecca®s wall 
. To pilgrims pure'and prostrate at. his calif 
Soft =- as the' melody of youthful, days, ■
That steals the trembling tear of speechless praisef
Dear = as his native song to Sd.l@° s ears.
Shall sound each tone thy long-loved voice endears»

ifere usually music in' Byfpm is found in a setting of naturef .like Wso Rad-=; 
cliffe, song in the wilds is.somewhat of an answer to human sorrow, an ex
pression of grief or of melancholy in harmony with circumstance o Music in 
Byron' s poetry is not contrived but is quite natural, however® Motlng this
passage in The Bride of Abydos, let us parallel it with.Mrs® Radcliffe?

A Bird. unseen 9- but not remote g
; Invisible his airy wings.
But soft as harp that Hour! strings 
. Bis long entrancing notel 

; It. were the Bulbulf . but .his throat.
Though mournful, pours not such a strains .

. For they who listen cannot leave 1 •
. : . The spot, but linger there and grieve, . .

; - . ' . As if they loved in vaimi . ...

Sio Canto II, xx, lines 884=889c
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And yet so sweet the tears they shed 
1 Tis sorrow so unzaixed m t h  dread9
They scare© can hear the morn to break ■
That aelaneholy spell.

And longer yet would weep and wake,
• He sings so wild and welll^O

Xn The l^rsteries of Wdolphe^ Smily in apprehension and fright is soothed 
'and redneed to tears at the sounds of an itostrmentg - '

Ihile she yet paced'the room,,the still soft note of an ©hoe,
or flute., was heard mingling with the blast, the sweetness of
, xdaieh affected Sally° s ‘ spirits | • she paused a moment In atten= 
tiono The tender tones, .as they swelled along the wind, till 
they were idst again in the ruder gust, eame with, a plaintive^
- ness that touched the heart, and she melted into tears <, 81

This passage. In passing, seems eehoed in'il?S<, Radcllffe^s journal for •; 
May, 1823, written, while she and her husband were returning to England
from their tour of the Isle of Wights 53As we drew near the shore, the
music of French horns sounded with faint and melancholy sweetness0 = on 
Both of these seem akin, also, to the spirit of Byron8 s limesg

cooaad other days come' back on me 1 '
With recollected music, though;'the ton© , ' - '
Is changed and solemn, like the cloudy groan.
Of dying thunder on the .distant windo oo

The eon?entlon of music and nature, like the coaventien of family 
portraits in the Gothic novels (and 1m'Byron's Lara), is a. less important ■ 
element in Byroa than in W sp Badeliffeo The convention of ruins is, how==

30o Canto ZE, oocriii, lines 1172<=lX88o 
31 o Vole XX, p. 295d . ■
■32 o g ,  IF, civ»
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ever9 about equally important la Bjron aad Irso Radeliff®s though used in 
Byron for. a (usmally) different purposeo Byroads penchant, for ruins

was the first element satirised te

Mgo Glowry. Ton, m i l  see. many fine ©Id'ruins $, 
erumbling pillars s and mossy walls 0»o 
Mto Cypress o ., /ByronT’' It is something to seeks 
mind'is restless9 and must persist In seekings 
is to he disappointed

The Gothic castle in which lara lives is.perhaps the closest thing in Byron 
to the castle setting of the terror«=romantieists c But the convention of ; . 
ruins is one of the most prominent elements in Ghilde Harold« The romantic
love for architecture in; the last stages ©f:deterioration is shown clearly 
■ hy such pasSSLges' as ■  ̂ ;

tod magi© ia the ruined battlement • . • ;. .
For n&ich the palace of the .present hour .

yield its pomp, and. wait till ages are its dower

Even the crumbling eolmns of Greece inspired him with something like a 
Gothic gl©c®i his sentiments about ruined temples are sentiments.much like 
Mrso Badeliffe8 s about "rained Abbeys« Compare

By a lone wall a lonelier column rears 
A gray and grief-worn aspect of ©Id days|: •
8 Tis the last remnant ©f the wreck of yearss .

' And looks as' with the wild=»bewildered gage ' ■
- Of one t© stone - converted by amagej , . • :

fet still with, consciousnesso=>6 <>^

*3S.o Chapter Xlo The Hovel Library "Edition {London^ IMTlj p6 65=6,
54 0 . CH9 I? s, cxxiXe, .•== ;■ ' . '... ■■.- . • .
55= .CHj, lllj IxVo. ..



with SrSo Radeliffe11 sg

, 'Billy gazed with melancholy awe upon the eastle9 tAieh she under- 
• _ stood to be ffifontonlss| f®rs though it was now lighted up by the

setting sun, the Gothic greatness of its features, and its moul
dering walls of dark grey stone, rendered it a gloomy and sublime 
©bjeetooooth© whole edifice was invested with the solemn duskiness 
©f.eveningo Silent, lonely, and sublimes it seemed t© stand the 
sovereign of the scene, and to frown defiance - on all who dared

■: invade its solitary reigBe®-® , '

In Byron there is rarely a need for such a dramatic device as ruins3 Mrso
Radeliffe0s. hdvels, on the ;other hand, need the; castle as a.means ©f de= , 
veloping suspense, and, besides, the castle was a Gothic tradition and, 
as such, a necessary part of the setting»

One more notation of kinship between Byron and Mrso Radeliffe should
suffice usg one might continue on and on, accomplishing little more than 
a list of similarities tpb:. remote to be of us@ 0 The Gssian=derived love 
for the wild aspects of scenery resulted,, it seemed, in an emphasis ©n the 
seavas an isportant romantie ’element'of. nature0 In Ifcso •Radeliffe this - 
esrphasis on the sea is ' very marked, as-it is in Bjiron, but with a great 
differenceQ Byron, unlike 3$ps0 Radeliffe, thought ©f the sea as a symbol 
of freedom and youth and made ©f it a prime element in his poetry, as all" 
pervading as the similar ^wineMark sea® ©f Homero To Erso Radeliffe, the 
sea was again a harmony with the emotions of her characters, with no ex
tensive symbol in it 0 She maneuvers her characters towards the sea with 
'repetitive purpose and, like Byron, she sets her ■seeaes but rarely in the 
interioro Mrs0 Radeliffe0s heroines respond to the murmurs of lonely 
shores5 in The Mysteries of Pdolpho Baily would .

S60 Mysteries of Hdolpho, 1, p 0 230a
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©ft@n abruptly quit© the company she was with# and endeavor to 
soothe her spirits in the deep solitude of the woods that over
browed the shoreo Here the faint roar of foaming waves that 
beat belowg . and the sullen murmur of the wind among the branches 
arowdg were eireuaastanees in unison .with the tester of her mindg 
and she would sit ©a a cliffy or on the broken steps of her 
favourite wateh-towers observing the changing colours of the 
evening cloudss and the gloom of twilight draw over the seas till 
the white tops of billowsg riding towards the shores could scarce
ly be discerned amidst the darkened waters =,87

Adeline9 to6s was enraptured with the seas

Of all the grand objects which nature had exhibited =, the ocean 
inspired her with the most sublime admiration 0 She loved to 
wander alone on its shoress ands when she could escape so long 
from the duties or the forms of soei®tys she would sit for 

■ hours on the beachs watching the rolling waves# and listening 
to their dying murmur# till her softened fancy recalled long 
lost s©@n@s<> ~

.Byron certainly described the same pleasure in the pathless woods# the
89

same rapture ©n the lonely shore# . but the ocean -was also his friend of 
■ 40 Y: . , ' ■ • .

youth# and the glorious mirror where the Almighty8 s fora glassed itself 
41

ia tempestso The sea is a symbol for Byron of pilgrimage and of mania
journey through the vicissitudes of lifeg it is a symbol# too# of man8s
wanderlust and of man’s ever-returning seal toward discovery of new lands
and new experiences* On the shore of the deep sea there is a society -
where none intrudes upon the lone enthusiast# who listens to the music
in the roar of the wavesc Byron loves not man the less# but nature more#
when he contemplates the world while seated beside the s®a0 The sea

42
forms his mind toward a will to unity with the universal o The end of

87 o i^steries of Udolpho# H s pe. 887. 40, ST# ■elxxv.
58, Homsne® of the Forest# p. 454=, 41, CH# IF# ©Ixaliio
89a OH# X?# elxxviio 4S o OH# IF# elxxvii.



Childe Harold is a great hyma to the sea; we would be quite foolish; in 
the face of thiss to disregard the iaportaaee of the sea in Byron'' s phil- 

and, aesthetic = -

0ser the glad waters of the dark blue sea.
Our thoughts as boundless, and our souls as freeooot,^

Byron ?s us® of the sea, while a Romantic eonvention, is also a primary v. 

personal expression of kinship to maturep The two lines above are the be-*
.s MIo breath, of air to break the wave® begins The 

Siaour; ®The purple of Ocean ̂ i,s: deepest in dye® occurs in the first staasa’ 
of The Bride of ikbydogg in Lara the protagonist returns in the opening 
lines from travels across the ^bounding weda? to dwell in a castle by a
■"glassy stream® and, to - be buried, at last, by the same river ̂  a river,
.not© well, of:the same ®pufple - hue® as many of Byronrs descriptions of the, 
seae lhat might be interpreted as typically terror-romaatie in Byron8 s . 
views- of the sea is this stanza from Child Harold8 ■

And X have loved- thee Oeeanl and ny joy 
Of.youthful sports was on thy breast to be
Borne, like they bubbles, onwards from a boy
, X wantoned with thy breakers - they to me 
Were a delight; and if the freshening sea ; 
lade them a terror - 9 tiras a .pleasing fear, . ' :.-

: For X was as it .were a Child of thee, \ .
And trusted to thy billows far and near.

And laid my hand' upon thy man© = as X do her®

This ®pleasing fear® - is the same response .as,heroines ©f•lrs0 Badeliffe*#'
- , - . ■> 

sair, i, io
44o Canto If, elxxiVo These lines and the other stanzas which bring 

to a close Childe Harold,are a great hymn to the sea, unparalleled, - so far 
as X. have found, in all Romantic, literature, for praise of this element of



novels exhibit on viewing the wilder aspects of natnreo
The1 nature of Mr»<, Esudeliffe is not precisely the natnre of '%ron, as 

we have thus far seen.- But Byron adheres to a certain kind of natural - 
setting which is5 in its use9 closely akin t© that of Mrs0 Radeliffe0 The • 
l^steries of Udolpho and The Italian are certainly not metaphysical or ■ 
transcendental in themes they sre ®stori®sw simply, using sentimental and 
Gothic conventions in an effective way«, It is logical that Byron would 
■ use Hadeliffian elements in a different ways adding to them the coloring 
®f his -©m imagination and placing them in contexts -peculiarly his o®mo 

; Sren in Byron”s tales the Gothic conventions are not solely. conventions, 
for he uses them for a means instead of an end© Natures virtue, and the 
fatal Man in Mrs0 Hadeliffe are often merely conventionalized, set, with 
little or no development § but in % r  on we are presented with conventions 
which evolve into-important personal symbols and which are developed toward 
a definite artistic goalo " .<

The picturesquefl: the„-subli$aea- the rOimnfi© are important words in Ifego 
Badeliffe”s nature description, just as they are important in explanation' 
of Byron”so But W s 0 Badeliffe uses merely a convention« or set of eon= 
ventions, in the vaguest mannerf Byron goes beyond simple scenic effects 
and short-range affectionso This is, perhapss because Byron was more per
sonally wrapped up in ̂ his ‘ poetry, feeling a part of a greater range of 
universals than Mrso Badeliffe ever couldo Thus, I do not mean to equate 
Irso Badeliffe”s' talent with Byron”sf but it is obvious that both bear, a 
certain resemblance to each other and that MrSo Badeliffe”s writings united 
Byron with a school of terror-romaatieism f rem which he borroweeL The rel- . 
ative lack of irony in his tales and Child® Harold leave us free to evaluate 
his debt to Mrs <> Badeliffe and his relationship to her trMitien0



IrSd Eadelif f'®3 s: natmres in miiiy -oith the hmsan spirit and taking 
' its life from human eEptioBj, is only a @ee@md«rate .mouthing of what may 
■ be considered a uniyersal trutho -.'This universal truthg that of. the ®Bto~ ■ 
ness of human and inanimate being,-is more clearly and directly seem in 
Byron and his great contemporarieso Shelley0 s “Ode to the West ¥indw is • 
most explicit in Tahat-Tnre have'tried t© illustrate before §

■ Be thou 5 Spirit fierce g 
My spirit I Be thou me, isrpetuous one I

The dominant personal inclinations of the artists, 'themselves governed the 
,use of the emotions: transferred to nature o We have seen that in %ron ' 
power is predominant| in l$rs<, Radcliffe a' more sensitised affectivity is- . 
predominant o' Both Byron and ®rs<, Badeliffe realised the Importance of 
setting. for ■ dramatic purpose^ In Byron5 s tales there is no necessity in , 
the plot for terror, ©Msept' as. an added facet to an already. frightening or 
stupendous personalityo- But in Radcliffe terror and forebodings are nebes- 
sary feeling's is the plot and they require settings of equal darkness» . Mrs 
Radcliffe0g heroines are torn from their native idyllic landscapes and em^ 
prisoned in dark lands vvhere: gloomy and tyrannical .villains prey upon theme. 
The cdntrasts of light and darkness, silence and thunder, peace and confu
sion, virtue and innocence are. necessary parts of Mrs0 Radcliffe°s thematic 
materialo Ifrso Radcliffe herself often .gives the reqder explicit and im
plicit meanings in a half-hidden way, such as this passage from The Italian 
which describes in no uneeftaih terms the' crux of the problem in the'novelg

. See, said Vivaldi, where Monte-Como stands' like a ruffian, huge, , , 
seared(sic), threatening, and horridt - and in the south, where
the sullen mountain of San Hicolo .shoots up, barren and rocky!
Prom thence, mark how other overtopping ridges of the mighty 

• ;■ Appennine (sic) darken the horiaon far along, the east, .and circle
to approach the Telin® in the north# ...■



, lark to©s said Ellesag how sweetly the hanks' and'undulating plains 
repose' at the feet of the momtainsg tshat am image ©f beamty 'and 

. elegamee they oppose to the awful grandeurs that overlooks and 
guards :thea0i5 , ' .

This passage shows one way in which Irso Radcliffe uses soemery to develop 
ehafaeter.o It also shows what is ultimately the basic theme of all MrsV". 
Radeliffe8s novels3 in her-OTm words?, "this landscapec, with the surround
ing ̂ Eoimtaias/o»odid indeed present a perfect pictmre of # e  lovely and. 
the smbliae ^ of "beauty sleeping la the lap ©f.horror05-88 
■ The above, description of ■ seesefy which presentSj' throagh tastej, a 

picture of personality^ is' basically the same as %rom8 s use' of scenery -
to invoke the proper feelings toward his characterso, The■exciting and ter- 
rifyiag aspects of mature which were a part of the ®aew aesthetic88 of 
• Romanticism were used by Eyron to indicate the wild and tyrannical person
ality of his heroes o ; These heroes are strangely like Byron himself j aad 
from evidence of Byron8 s letters and journals we, may cone t© the eonclu- 
siom that he identified himself with , the milieu of the Gothic novelo The 
tempestuousg the gloomys the frightening within mature' are the elements 
■within which' Monfonis the Marquis de Montalts and Schedoni- live; the same 
surfoundings are found with the Giaoury Conrads Iiarao The young heroines 
of Byron9 s talesy howevers are united with nature and natural phenomena 
is rather , a different way than IBpSo Badeliffe9 s virtuous maidens = We 
..shall have occasion in the next chapter to illustrate this point further«

To draw a conclusion from Kant9 it should be enough to say that both: 
Mrs o Badeliffe and %ron ascribe to mature and natural phenomena a definite 
moral purposivenesso lot:only is. nature in Its more harmonious aspects



represent at iTT© of the morally %o©d| but nature in flux '(dUeo»'storm, rou^i 
aspect of nature due to natural phenomena, change brought about through 
unusual phenomena, decay, etco)- is representative of .evil, but tri-th in*=- 

■ ■ definite relationship with geod0 Kant, says ; ■, ; '

', ;V4><*.ê' '^ftda..:deSd^^:-^eautiful'Ob:j:@dts of nature or art by names - 
■ that: seem; to put a'moral appreciation at their basis0' We call .

; buildings @r trees: majestic and magnificent, landscapes laughing 
and gayi even colomrs' are called innocent, fflodest̂ .tender, b@«.
’cause they excite sensations which .have something .analogous to ■ :
the eonsciousmss ©f the state of mind brought about by moral , ’

. judgements,^® : - ' .

To g© ©yen further with this is to see a more fundamental intellectual 
similarity in aesthetic between Mrso Eadcliffe'and Byron*

46, Grltique of Judgementg tr, Jo- Ho Bernard (London, 1S14), pe



CMFFER 3J 
THE MTUE1 OF YIRTt®

Ifcso Radeliffe0 s heroines are' virtuouss beautiful3 and persecuted 
f®rs oftens no geod reason whatsoever* We have mentioned before the pri™ 
mazy theme in Itrso Radeliffess novels of $ibeautj sleeping in the lap of' 
horroro” We might further develop this theme on a plane of virtues 
changing it to wvirtue sleeping in the'-lap of immoralityow We are prone 
to asfcc, with Melines ^Ihy; abandon me to the powr of strangers 3 to men . 
whose countenances bore the stamp of villany so strongly as to impress ,

■ ' ■. ' ■; • ' . 1 . ■ . ' ■ • ;
even ay inexperienced mind with terror?’9 The logical answer to this 
question would be a moral one s to show that virtue9 in:the end9 always 
triumphs over depravity„

Most of Mrs* Radcliffe1s heroines are virtuous to an unbelievable de~ 
greej and they hold to virtue in the face ef the greatest temptations * The 
idea that virtue must be active in order to be real virtue (#iich we find •
.so commonly;in Shakespeare) is in Mrs * Rhdcliffe practically unknowno Ade~ 
line S'' Smily'g and Bllena; suffer; mutely and 'helplessly* Their suffering is . 
Christ=-likes accepting misery and oppression with an unflinching will to 
goodaessj, t©; s.uhh a degree that,the reader might, almost lose faith in the 
conviction that the heroine wills at lasts reach safety and peace*
Emily1 s sufferings $8though deepj partook of the gentle character of her 
mind* Hers was a silent anguish, weeping yet enduring; not the wild energy 
of passion, inflaming imagination, bearing down the barriers of reason, and

1* Romance of the Forest, p* 65„
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liiring in a wdrld of Its Qvm=® This eBdurande is practically the same
in all of Mbs*' Radeliffe8 s heroines0 These girls belong to a category so"
mannered and correct that they m i l  not even save their own necks if it
require stooping to dishonesty or cruelty« Mrs.* RadcXiffe3 s heroines
■■ -. . ; • . : :■ " . . . s _
fight 8 the battles of life with the weapons of resignation and tears** 
and do little else besides cry and comfort themselves in almost unbear
able situationso 8The character reflects the quiet$ dreamy soul of the 
author herself9 and can rise to no greater heights of idealism than is
contained in pure love and melancholysentimental brooding in a beauti«=
. ; ■ ■ 4 ■ .: V; ' '
ful summer nights® The young heroines the epitome of bourgeois' morality, • 
lives according to a preset pattern of manners and affection! she is a • 
lonely enthusiasts but she is also a type of young lady proper to late 
eighteenth century parlours of- the; middle ,elass<> The experienced and cyn
ical ladies of fashion and of high Society form an excellent contrast to 
the innocence and natural goodness of Mrs:o Radeliffe1 s young heroines! 
Madame de La Motte centre Adeline; Emily centre Madame Montoni; Hlena 
centre the Contessa di Vivaldi = Sfrs0 Radeliffe9's heroines are noble, 
though their background may have been obscured for one reason or another,
and their innate superiority is felt by all those with whom they come into

' 5 ' ' ' • ' ' ; ; : ■ ' ■ ' ■ ■
contact. Real nobility, then, according to W s 0 Radeliffe, is an inherent

' 2 o % ,steHei'~‘o‘f Udolpho, 1, p» 554.
' S. Railo, p.. 291 ' : : :
■ 4. Ibid., p. 291. '
S. This is a recurring theme in terror-romantic literature.. The lost 

heir often is suddenly discovered by a distinguishing birthmark or an an
tique miniature of the father = Bote in this respect The Castle of Otranto, 
in which Theodore, is discovered to be the real heir at a critical moment 
in the story. . ' '



superiority of mind. aacV cl$aibaeters a naturally good spirit; a democratic 
love for all worthy objects in ii.fes a beauty which is superior and 
ethereal; an af feetivity which is at once sensitive and sexless o'

fhe feelings of the young heroine are devoid of all ^vulgarity** 
they are hardly human in their excessive refinement» The affect ions of 
the young heroine are such that they become little less than pure spiritu
ality,, ,8 Self-love,/3 Mrs a Radeliffe sayss 16may be the centre around which. - 
the human, affections move ̂ for whatever motive conduces to self-gratification 
may be resolved into -self-love; yet some of these affections are in their 
nature .so. refined; that though we ■ca.anot deny their origin^ they almost • 
deserve the name of virtue 0ro : At such a little speech we are apt to remark
with la Motte to Adeline; that wthese delicate sentiments make a fine ap
pearance in, speech; and, render thh persoh.who utters them infinitely amia
ble) but bring them to the test of action; and they dissolve into air;

: ■■ ‘ t . ■.. .■ ■ . -
•leaving only the wreck of ; vanity behindo80

The love to which Mrs0 Radeliffe0 s young heroines give themselves up 
so strongly (yet so sejdessly) is on a higher level than mere desire»
Virtue is the primary requirement in a mate; according to these idealistic 
girls o In The %-steries of tdolpho 'Emily is ready to give up Valaneourt 
(with great sorrow; nevertheless) because he has sown; so the report goes; 
his wild oats in PariSo Once his reputation is restored, Emily is' pre- ' 
pared to marry him0 It is a marriage of two virgins who are stainlessly 
pure, divorced from the evils of society and the city, existing in a 
never-never land ©f the imagination^ Oneof the really rare times in \

. 6 a Romance of the .Forest, ■ p.e .-Igyy ■ . . • - ; '
. To Ibido; Po 195e' ' ? •
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mental background| they are alluring and clever and give themselves to 
■ . ■ • ■ 1 0 ' . 

passion through inclination and for personal gain0 These dark heroines
were later developed by gyroa as a contrast to the relatively uninterest”
ing sentimental heroine* It is: only natural that Byron would have chosen
a type of woman to. harmonise- with the predominantly dark and passionate. •
aspect of her heroeSo ■ • - .

The figure of: W s » Radeilffe’s young her© is parallel to that of the 
young heroine 9 though he is of a more active and more realistic easto He 
is not quite so scrupulously clean from the taint of passions but his char
acter is still free from the evils of organized society and he is not moti
vated by the evil of ambition0 Hes toos is nobly borni ands like the young 
heroine g his grace and beauty speak for his high birth and equally high 
purposeo IfSo Radeliffe is careful to describe her young heroes as having 
been born naturally good. This Bousseauistic standpoint is illustrated 
by such a character. as' Valdncourtp #iom Emily and' .St<, Aubert meet on their 
journey at the beginning of The Mysteries of Pdolpho mid who saves them 
many occasions of, paihA iValaaeourt :is self^sacrificing/ filled with ad
miration for all nature and natural phenomena; he often merely echoes the 
sentiments of the heroines with whom he is fatally and forever in love0 
This self-sacrifice and closeness to nature are primary traits in the ' 
young heroes of Mrs0 Radeliffe 0 They will go to any lengths to remain 
faithful to their love© Theodore is wounded and faces death because of 
his wish to protect Adeline; Yalancourt undergoes untold sufferings as he 
waits, with a patience which is unbelievable, for Ihily's return; Vivaldi, 
in trying to save Ellena from the clutches of Schedomi, faces the Inquisi
tion and death,

10, if a© Radeliffe certainly admired this type of heroine, though 
reservedly. See The %sterles of Udolpho, .1, Chapter IVI.



Though the young hero is often a very minor character in the novels 
of fflrso Radeliffes having little to.do .frith plot or,action,'■still, because 
of a secondary motivation which he provides for action and virtue 9 he re
mains important as a type<, Though born high and reared into purity arid 
idealism, preserving his natural goodness to the last, he is kind to the 
poor and understanding towards any stifferlngb He is full of Christian 
charityo In The H/ysterles of Udolpho, Emily's servant Theresa has been 
discharged by the evil uncle Quesnel and is left homeless and penniless 
in the wo rid» Yalaneourt saves her with a home and a pension from his 
own pocketThrough Theresa'we get a picture-of the sufferings of Yalan- 
court pining for the far-away ".Imilys „ ■

Ihy, rhen you was away, mademoiselles he used to come to the ' - 
chateau and walk about it so disconsolateI He would go into 
every room in the lower part of the house, said sometimes he 
would sit himself down in a chair, with his ams across, and 
his eyes on the floors and there he would sit and think, and 
think, for the hour together» He used to be very fond of the 
south parlour/ because,X told him it used to be yoursg and 
there he would stay, looking at the pictures which X said you 

. drew, and playing upon your lute that hung up by the window, ; 
and reading in your books till sunseti and then he must go back 
to his brother's chateauoll • - •

The monomania for one person is a part of the young hero9 s virtue« He is 
true forever, though at times he might weaken or fall into bad. repute 
through no reason of M s  own, like Yalaneourt who is tempted like a coun
try "hick" in the eitys

in his .eye, and had heard his voice tremble with emotion, 
while he related any great or benevolent action, or repeated



; • & seatimeai of the same oharaeter-c, “A M  sueh a M B d s® sail.' sl@9
■ '  .”sneh a hearts were t© b@■ saerifieed. to the habits ef,a great 1 ■

.

Yalaaeo'iart. . is perhaps: the most sentiffiental of all Hrso Radeliffet, s heroes & 
His aatmral virtues3 at onee Christian and free from si% make him the 
ideal of the correct drawing room and of the morally irreproachable young 
lady of the late eighteenth centuryo

Idealism and optiaisan are part of the characteristics of the hero 
and" are not indicative of mere ignorance in the face of "outware circm$i= 
stance» All these young-men are quite intelligent o Theodore ’’’had re=* 
eeived from nature many of the qualities of genius9 and from education 
all that it could bestow^ to these were added2 a noble independency of
spirits a feeling hearts. and manners which partook of a happy mixture of

•' . IS ' ' _ ' ; .
dignity and sweetness q,81 . And Talaneourt9 toos is well educated 9 with
much natural feeling t© guide-his' intelligence — wa frank and generous 
nature9 full of ardour9 highly susceptible of whatever is grand and' beau- 
tifuls. but'impetmouss wilds and so«whatfromantio0® Vivaldi ie> per- 
haps3 more nearly human than the other heroes of Mrse Hadcliffes "“frank 
in his temperg. ingenuous in his sentimentss quickly offended,, but easily 
app@ased| irritated by any appearance of disrespects but melted by con
cessions a high sense of honour rendered him no more jealous of offence, 
than a delicate humanity made him ready for reconciliations and anxious 
to spare the feelings of others^89 These young men have all the earmarks

,1B» Mysteries of Udolpho3 IXS 265,0 - -
IS® . Romance of the Forest,'p<, 298o , '
M o  %steries of Hdolpho, t, po 42, .
15 o The Italians- I, po ISy - - - f -
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of nobility and ©dueatipn9 but they are^ above all; “natural beings™ =■ 
that iss they are not governed by the opinions and passions of the world
at large | their ,l,opinidns •were •fbimSdi™ ' likd 'Vaianebort* s» "’’rather than
; . .. ■_ - "' ■■ . ;•• . -16' ■ 1 ' ' > 
imbibed ^ mere more the result of thoughts than of learningo$s Mdg al
so like Valaneourtp they seemed to know, very little of the sophisticated
worlds for they “believed well of all mankind” and this belief in humanity
' .. . , . . ■' , 17 ' ■ / . ;
' is “the reflected image of their own heartso5S ■ It is neeessary that
these young men be devoid of all Vises and. of all false sentiments connected 
: with societya @© that they might form a pleasing cengrafty with. the young' 
heroine.® Through traffic with the. world .of society - the world of vices - 
man destroys his natural; virtue® La H©ttes for example, “was a man whose 
passions often overcame his .reason# and# for a.time# silenced his con
science; but# though the image of virtue# which Mature had impressed upon
his heart# was sometimes obscured by the passing influence of vice# it was
V . : . . 18 ;• ; , ; . .' . . : . v-
never wholly obliterated=88 The question of virtue# then# is the question •
of whether man has enough strength of will to endure in goodness through
temptations of all sorts® Once one has succumbed# even momentarily# to
vice# he is 'no longer the same5 he has been stained# irreparably# has bro-
. ken the magic spell of iimoeeneeo Purity must be united with'purity in . •
Mrs® Radcliffe’s ideal of romantic love® Both the young heroine and the
young hero know the necessity for purity and cherish the ideal of virtue®
The uniting of perfectly pure mates is the ultimate goal of all Ers® Rad-

■ - ■ ' 16 e %"@t@ries of ddelpho# Z# p® 42® This is akin to the naturalism'
©f the Wordsworth in Tintern=Abbey.58 ' '; :

If ® Ibid® lote in connection with this Troilus and Cressida# III# ill# line W T ®  . ; ■ , . • — — - -
18® Romance of the Forest# p® S ® .



The maks and.;'toms iishieh we find' iin Mps.o 5.adellffeirs novels ■ are often.
' - .-1 ':'/ ■ 19- ' • . ' . . : '

truly worthy people o ; There' are2:, howeyer,sv certain notable instances of
active evil eonneeted with members of religious orders § the murderous
Father Sefaedeni£ the cruel Mother Superior in The Italian0 As a rul@s
monks and nuns are described by Mrs# Radeliffe as virtuous but devoid of
beauty and natural sentiment0 It is perhaps the cloistered life, away from
, nature,, of which Hrso. Radeliffe most often complains» ;$irso Radeliffe? @
young hero.and young heroine are certainly Christian^ but their Christian-
:ity is not of the church service and.the congregation ~ they are solitary
worshippers with the open sky for their steeple® Sometimes there is a
short passage in which the heroine calls on God to alleviate her suffer-̂
lags or t©f,deliver her’from danger,'as in this speech, of Adelines

She endeavored to coBpose her spirits, and addressed a short 
prayer to that Being who had hitherto protected her in every 
danger<y VlShile she was thus’ employed, her mind gradually be= 
caae^elevat’edtahdireassured'i aieublime; cofeplacenoy:'filled her
hearts ■ . . ■

Usually, however, there is nothing to- suggest to the reader that the hero, 
or, heroine, is in close harmony with .Christianity0 Mrs* Radeliffe5s atti-= ■ • 
. tude toward. religious institutions is not always favorable, and for obvi- ■ 
’pus reasonso ^How can the poor nuns and friars feel the full fervor of 
devotion if they never see the sun rise or set?85 asks Blanche in The 
Mysteries of UdolphQo The beauties of nature are necessary to the fullest 
devotion* Blanche voices this rather narrow speech in the same chapters '

19 o Despite the anti-=Gatholie element iti English and Cohtinental . .
literature *. ” ’ . ■ ■ . ' . . ■ ' . . ' ■ ' , . . ■ ■ - •" -



wlh© eonld first iwent ©onvents?to said shes wand who eouid 
first persuade people to go into them? and to make reHgien 
a pretenee 9 tooP where all that should inspire it is so 
carefully shut out? God is best pleased with the homage of a 
grateful heart; and when we Tiew His gloriess we feel most 
gratefulo I never felt so much devotions during the many- 
dull years I was in the convent as I have done in the few 
hours that I have been here9 where I need only look on all 
around me «*> to adore God in my inmost heart*”21

IfSo Radcliffe?s contention that man is naturally good is opposed to the
Catholic viewpoint of man as naturally sinful but saved through grace and
e©ntriti©n0 She leans toward a Rousseauistie philosophy9 but she does
not go the whole length and deny the struggle of good and evil in the 

22
individualo Man is naturally goods yes9 but he must struggle with
himself • against the pernicious vices ©f the world = leither is MfSo Rad-
cliffe closely allied to Deisms since she never actually shews, the reader
that God is manifest in nature and natural phenomenao Stillp the basic
harmony of God and man in nature would make us seriously consider linking
her with a Deis tie tradition o

Sentiment is man'' s key to virtue9 and leadsP in the @ad9 to good ae- 
25

tion0 ' Sto Aubert’s philosophical advice to Emily isp it would seea9 
intended as a real guide to behavior and3 since the behavior of the virtu
ous characters illustrates this advice quite wells it would not be too 
much to assume that Sto Aubert'?s advice iss actually2 the author"s„

The necessity for simplicity in life is a prime tenet in Mrs* Rad-

21* Mysteries of Udolphoa Ils p* 1460 -
22 o • The revery which Roussea.u pictures is much more . mystieals, much 

more an actual communion of. the .human with natureP ©n an" unconscious level*
25* That is y what man instinctively feels to be right should guide 

his actions toward virtue* Since miTie'naEafally goods this does not 
presuppose a previous ethical training* -



cliffe5 s philosophy. Man ma.si/ be satisfied mth the least of comforts» 
The bad taste of Emily^s aunt as show in the villa where Emily takes up 
her residence after her father8 s death indicates that outward sumptuous- 
Bess bespeaks evil.and wrong desires in the owner® Adeline is lured to 
the liontalt villa where'Oriental lushness warns her of the Marquis9 
libidinous designs«, Montoni8's Venice residence has one great room decor
ated in the utmost splendorg a disguise for fallen circumstances brought 
about ty- moral depravity>  the rest of the house is a mouldering ruin« 
Contrasting the satisfaction.which virtuous characters in lrS6 Badcliffe 
find in the simplicity of natural surroundings and interior decoration, 
we find that evil characters are almost always housed in gaudy comfort 
and are thus given away by their desire for proud display. Asceticism, 
as an unflinching attitude toward pain and persecution and a denial of 
unnecessary comforts of life, is a part, of virtue, Taste is9 to Ws»
Badcliffe, synonymous with simplicity, and ^virtue and taste," according

' •• - 24 ; . ; ' .to St0 Aubert, "are nearly the sameo” . 7
Going a little further than the above, it might not be too much to 

say that Mrs, Badcliffe believed that all excess" is evil. In this, of 
course., we - would have, to disregard the sentimental convention of affee- ' 
tivity® Mrso Badcliffe 8'S heroines are always "melting into tears" and 
often for no good reason. But we must understand that this "sorrow" is 
a convention (real as well as literary) and as a convention might well be 
placed outside of a philosophy,
. ■ ‘ It might follow that Mrs,.Badcliffe9s attitude toward.society would" 
be of an antipathetic nature, She herself was almost a complete recluse

24, Mysteries of TTdolphe, X, p, SO,



during her o m  life, rarely going out into society and surrounded by few9 
if■ anyg close f riendsia The evils of those persons in high society are 
"shown clearly in such pictures as the party of Madame Oheron (later Madame’ 
Montoni) in the early pages of The Mysteries of Udolpho9 and in the Vene
tian society described so lavishly later on in the boofcc • 'Emily senses 
something evil in the glitter of society; Adeline has spent her early life 
in a convent.and does not feel safe or comfortable with the urbane la 
Mottesi Ellena is not a society girl, neither can she understand the ambi
tion of high society, since she has been secluded for most of her life0 
After visiting rich friends -with her aunts Emily muses over the strange 
turn-about of worth in a society based on moneys •

"Surely#" said she, "there la some magic in wealth, which can 
thus make persons pay their court to it, when it does not even 
benefit themselves® How strange it is that a fool or a knave, 
with riches, should be treated with more respect by the world, 
than a good man or a wise man in-poverty!”25 .

The count, comparing this with the scenes of such gaiety as he 
had witnessed in Paris, where false taste painted the features, 
and while it vainly tried to, supply the glow of nature, concealed 
the charms of animation —. where affectation so often distorted 
the air, and vice perverted the mahners - sighed to think that 

■ natural graces and innocent pleasures flourished in the wilds of 
solitude, while they drooped amidst the concourse of polished
society*26 ■ ' '' ■

■ Virtue in an' urbane and rich society is-a thing, which MrSb’ Eadeliffe could 
Obviously not imagine <> Sophisltication is falsity, and falsity is unthink
able - is, in a word, active evil, since it necessitates duplicity»

25o. Mysteries of Udolpho, H ,  p0 258»



The nature of virtue in Byron is-surely a most puzzling question for 
any scholar* The development of Byron as a poet was accompanied with a 
growth of irony in the man, a gradual reassessment of what constitutes 
virtue $ a fluctuation in views towards religion^ a growing cynicism to
ward society*. The tales and Childe Harold show perhaps more unity of feel 
ing than Byron9 s later works9 since there is much less irony in them, and 
a greater conventionalization*

Without encroaching upon the subject of the next chapter9 we should 
here be interested in paralleling certain phases of,Byron1s thought con
cerning the young heroine and hero2 organised religion and society*

It might be expected that Byron would be averse to portraying any 
such helpless being as the young sentimental heroine^ but this is not 
wholly the case* Certain traits common to heroines of Mrs* Radcliffe oc
cur in.Byron9s heroines .also| and the sane thing might be said concerning 
the sentimental hero* Though differing in overall aesthetic coloring^ 
both Mrs* Radcliffe6s protagonists and Byron0s show traits of undoubted 
kinship* .

The elements of character in Hrsa Radcliffe9s heroines can be said 
to be undeveloped from the standpoint of reality* That is* her heroines 
are undefined as living personages^ except in the most general of terms3 
they are relatively helpless in the face of circumstances* changing not 
at all through experience, but enduring to the end of the book in the same 
character as they began it* Byron9 s heroines* on the other hand* are not 
such static characters * Their virtue is the virtue of womanhood giving 
all to love and suffering because of it* But Mrs* Radcliffe9s heroines 
are adamant in love's also, and are ruled by their emotions emotions 
pointed in the right direction, however* '
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Byron1 s heroines are allied with light and beautys like I£rs0 Rad- 
eliffet s & Ztxleika is =

■ Pairs as the first that fell of womankinds
. Ihen On that dread yet lovely serpent smiling,

' : ' - ' Whose Image then was stamped upon her mind =- 
■v/;;'. i.-Bat'. ©me beguiled ■■-■■'laad 'ever mpihe'beguilingg

Daazllngg as thats ohI too transcendent vision 
; ; . : To Sorrow8 s ■phantom«=peopled slumber givens .
: Tfllrien heart meets heart again in dreams 1Elysians

And paints the lost on Earth revived in Heawenj ,
' Softs as the memory of buried lovej

y ■ 1 Pure, as the prayer whieh Childhood wafts above;
Of that rude old Ohief,

. Who met the maid with tears ■= but not ©f grief

Leila is described by the Giaour with longing! she is a dark type s one of 
those Oriental women whose charms are particularly centered about the eyes*

Her eye8s dark charm 8twere vain to tell. 
But gaze on that of the Gazelle^
It will assist thy fancy well;
As large, as languishingly dark.
But Soul beamed forth in every sparko28

Medora dwells in a tower overlooking the sea,

By bushy brake 9 the wild flowers blossoming,
And freshness breathing from each silver spring, 
'those scattered streams from granite basins burst, 
Leap into life, and sparkling woo your thirstoooo29

Thus we find Byron8 s heroines, like Mrs0 Radeliffe8s, beautiful and tran» 
seendental, ■ their eyes bespeaking their character! dwelling in the same 
romantic landscape as the conventional sentimental heroine, they become 
identified, somehow, with the charms of untouched nature o But 88Byron8 s

Zlo Bride of Abydos, I, vio .29„ Corsair, X, vi0
2So Giaour, lines 475-477„
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young, heroine differs from i£lrs0 R a d c i i f f 9 oin having no spiritual 
mission^ her only prineiple is that of loves a truly romantics suddenly^ . 
flaring burning passion^ for ithich she lives and dieso Especially in his 
Oriental poems does he present usvwith a series of these objects of his 
passionate dreams and experiencess young, women * 0  leave an impression* 
thanks to the profligacy with which attributes are squandered on their 
beauty* and no less to the romanticism of their surroundings * and their
. . . : ■ ; ■■■ ; §0 ■■ ■ . ' ' . '
mournful fate 00 0 o68 Byron makes the heroines of his tales the center of
.emotional conflict (and there is little emotional conflict with others 
beside this)* often using the method Of alternating light and dark to in
tensify the passionate character of these women® . The bride of Abydos 
(Zuleika) is tragically connected with Selim* the dark hero who is pitted 
against her father* old Giaffir® She is light in coloring and blond and 
blue-eyed® ledora is also, light* and bound with the gloomy Conrad® The 
other heroines in Byron9 s tales.are predominantly dark* Oriental* and 
possessed by an all-powerful passion® The central theme of the tales is* 
ultimately^, "passion® in all. its ramifications® Love of the all-consuming 
kind is chosen by Byron as the central motif for all of the tales; the 
other interests are* actually*.quite,,secondary® . There -is nothing vulgar* 
however* about Byron9 s heroines; they are as pure in their devotion to 
their hero as Mrs® Eadcliffe’s heroines are*' but with.this difference5 
that Byron’s heroines are purified by passion and are not governed* like 
Mrs0. Radeliffe’ s .heroines*; by a preset moral convention® Therein lies* 
perhaps* the main point of divergence of Byron from the sentimental tradi
tion® ‘ I. : . ' • ,

• . . SO®. Rail©* p® £95®



Rail© says s WA11 the romaatic promise contained, ia. Ifrs*. Radeliffe1 s
' ■ ' ■ ■ '' ' visions of maidenhood^ Byrons following his own. path Sj, brought to fulfill- 

' ' 31 . : .

mento88 This is not mentioned^ howevers by PraZj who discusses the per-
52

secuted maiden theme at some lengthy but he does mention the close con
nection between Haidee in Don Juan and Mrso Radeliffe8 s heroines» By ex
tensions, or simply through working back9 we might certainly see in Haidee 
what was already in Byron’s heroines Of the tales» Haidee* like Medoras 
Zuleikas Leila9 is a natural beings, unconnected with any social tradition, 
and is divorcedj, also, from the world at large by her unified passion for 
Juan0 We hear nothing about how Byron’s heroines reason^ they are merely 
lovers in the most passionate sense of the wordj, given over to love as to
a drugo And love consumes them. The descriptions of them are in terms

■ : ' 33 :
idiich border on the sentimental 0 As in the minor dark heroines of .Mrs*
Radeliffeg we have no background of their past from which to judge them.
Byron unites his heroines with consuming love, but also with sentimental
matureo The charm, grace and passion of Mrs* Radeliffe’s dark heroines
Byron couples with sentimental purity and helplessness, to form a more
balanced character * Romantic writers’, are, as a rule, more interested in '
sin and in excesses of all kinds than are the sentimental writers who
immediately preceded themo Thus, it, would seem natural that Byron would
: make his heroines more fleshly, more given over to the, emotion of love,
divorced from the deadening sentimental Convention of unflinching virtue -

31<> Rail©, p* 296 o . ; - . '
- ■; 32 0 See The Romantic Agony, pp0: o .

58 * The convention of ”l,a Belle Dame Sans Merci” was yet to be de
veloped ■ by the transference of traits.from the Fatal Man to:an evil woman*
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virtue in the sense of unyielding moral righteousness0 Byron was less 
connected emotionally with the sentimental tradition than he was with 
the classic traditions though he had acquired a wide background in both 
types of literatureo His temperament was softened by the descriptions 
of the delicate emotions in the many novels of the sentimental type which 
he had read! but he united with this taste for the sentimental a more 
worldly instinct for love on a humans less ethereal, plane* He would . 
have been thwarted as an artist had he been answerable to the stultify
ing conventions of chastity and social correctness0 Since his heroines 
are, not actually; persecuted; by the tyrannous villains , of the tale'sg they ■■
naturally had to be given a closer connection (the logical connection),
with them - a connection more binding than simply persecution^ fhe tra
gedy arises for Byron’s heroines not from the domination of an evil. 
charaeters but by an almost fated union from whence there is no escape =
Love thus becomes both an evil and a goodo This all-engrossing love 
would seem in its excess to border on vice| but the tenacity of the hero
ines in spite of all conflict makes of this love a purifying and ennobling 
thing o Once the hero is dead$ there is nothing left for the heroines and 
she die a 5 like Medoras or simply disappears from the story like Haled or 
Gulnares lost to the normal world - -

Ihat now to her was Womanhood or Fame?^

Zuleika has nothing left after Selim leaves her to fight, and be killed, 
in the war against her fathers

54o Lara, II, xxia One gets the feeling that these heroines are used 
mainly to increase the mystery of the Fatal Man and for little else besides.®
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He was thy hope thy joy.- thy love thine alio.be .
Peace to thy‘broken, heart—  and virgin gravel35.

A perpetually blooining white: rose is Znleika’s 'symbol after her deaths 
signifieant at once of her purity and of her faithfulness = We might also 
ask .here, what part love plays in Mrs0 Hadellffe’ s heroines? love is the 
main interest in life for these girls| they are truly **star-crossed'* hut 
they never give themselves up to their lovers with the same wholehearted- 
ness as Byron’s women; because they ares above alls sentimental heroines 
with the necessary component of bourgeois morality« The fact thats as we 
have noted before, "love cannot exist in a heart that has lost the meek 
dignity of innocence,® has no province here, since both Mrsc, Hadeliffe’s 
heroines and Byron's heroines are "innocent" (that is, free of guilt) in 
the truest sense of the wordo Both types conform to different standards 
of a moral norm, and are tainted by neither evil nor malevolence; they are 
faithful to the end to what they consider to be the righto In Byron, woman, 
is virtuous•because she submits to her'fate, that of loves

•, . /  She yields to one her person and her heart,' ,
Tamed to her cage, nor feels a wish to rove.^® . .

Recalling Irso Radeliffe's melancholy maidens who sit by themselves in the 
wilds and play their lute, Zuleika is also musical and melancholy» She 
goes with Selim to hide in a caves

They reached at length a grotto, hewn 
By nature, but enlarged by art,

S50 Bride of Abydos, II, xxriio This gives the Fatal Man an even 
greater evil of personality, since he is, even unwittingly, the instrument 
of destruction for those who are closest to him0

S6 d CH, II, Ixio : . ■ . ' '
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_: "Where ©ft her lute she wont to tmne$,
And ©ft her Koran conned apart|37

here Zuleika also wondered about her fate and worried about the prophecy 
of the Koran - that all women were to become5, after death<, simply dusto 
That same undelineated melancholy of Mrso Radoliffe's heroines we also 
find in Hedorag ,

/ : ' : that griefs that loneliness of lot, ' -
Within, that meek fair formig were 'feelings high, . .

, v '; ; That deemed not till they found their: energy®^® '

These heroines are fated to sufferings and in suffering lies their great
est virtue ■=» endurance without flinching and without giving ins which is 
one of the.prime virtues of I$rs<, Radcliffe’s heroines who endure through
out all sorts of degradation with the same Christ-like acceptanceo 

• Hot: all Byron’s heroes are true Fatal len0 They have incorporated 
in them many traits of the sentimental hero of lirso Radcliffe0 The heroes 
found in Byron’s tales are certainly not pf a set type» The Fatal Man’s 
ididlly black character was to be evolved latero Childe Harold is certain
ly not .the typical Fatal Man * bara^ on the other hand9 is so extremely. 
rodark̂ ; in', character, tha't' we would 'have to ' go far to place him even, par-' 
tially in the category of the sentimental hero» But Childe Harold^ Selims 
the Giaours, Conrad are not constructed all of one piece» It is clear that 
the traits of the Fatal Man far outweigh the traits of the sentimental 
hero in the tales:; but Byron was not attempting to emulate the sentimental 
traditiono Since Byron himself was , always torn between virtue and evil,

57, Bride of Abydos s IT, vii=
58„ Corsair, III, iii»
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it is probable that the heressof the tales represent the author in his 
,own problematical charactero . -The llbahians of which Byron -wrote so well , 
in Child® Harold are savage and untouched by civilization yet are quite 
admirableo These mens in accordance.with the conflict in Byron’s own 
character9 '

lack
Not rirtuesp were those virtues more matured®

Eventually we must arrive at virtue in connection with the convention of
the natural man, or the noble savage« But what Byron admires in the 
savage is not the same sort of virtue which he admires in his own heroes| 
his admiration for the savage is a longing toward the same state of uncon
sciousness (ultimately) sought by the Yoga, the 'Rousseauist. the Taoist, 
the mystic of any age» Byron’ s desire to escape from the hampering con
ventions of society takes the form of admiration for the: wild and the free 
in nature and man.| this desire for the dissolution Of the sophisticated . 
human personality into a universal primitive personality unites him with 
many of his brother Romantics, isho attempted in one way or another to cheat 
the world of its own basic reality by attributing civilised virtue (free
doms simplicitŷ , etc*) to a plane of beings where it has no extrinsic

40 ■
merit. The nature of virtue thus does not center in man as a working 
part of societys but centers, on the contrary, in man as opposed to society, 
and in intimate harmony with nature» The desire for solitude brings the

59. CH, II, Ixv. See H. N. Fairchild, The Noble Savage (New York, 
1938), p. ^ 3 ,  w . , ,  —  •
.' 40. That-is, purposeless virtue, without cause or consciously willed
effect., is not really virtue.
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Fatal Man into a strong kinship m t h  the sentimental hero0 Mature is in 
harmony with Byron’ s heroes of the tales/ and they are "’unsophisticated85 
and free from the evils of society,, living quite simply and often aseeti- 
callyo Byron’s heroes dwell amidst nature of idyllie charm and wildest 
meini they are more intimately connected m t h  wild nature than are the 
heroes of-Mrs o Badcliffe<>. howevers which is. quite understandable in view 
of their charactero They are proud9 defiant9 powerfuls satiated with, ex
perience and disappointed in the worl&o We must still arrive9 after the 
themes of evil and truth ,and morality have been sifteds at a suitable re
lationship of hero versus virtuec Whether or not Byron8s heroes represent 
the negative side of virtue is a moot question» It would seem that these 
heroes are somewhat of the Mietzsehean caste Certainly the Zarathustran 
character is a negative of bourgeois virtue, reaching by negation a sort 
of higher virtue — the higher morality. But Byron gives us no indication 
as to what the Fatal Man symbolizeso The emulation of the savages of the 
untouched human, is actually anti-Mietz sch@an? though the noble savage 
convention is not. without parallels in the character of Zarathustran The 
absence of experience in the civilized world fosters in the noble savage 
virtues of kindness, honest emotion, freedom of choice, power of person
ality 0 By showing how the noble savage is good, Byron attacks with his 
left hand the evils of organised society,. The young hero of Irso Bad- 
cliffe furnishes many traits of the noble savages he is naturally good 
and, though he has been tempted by society, he preserves his natural good
ness and rejects the world of civilized mannerso We get much the same 
feeling about Conrad - that he was once of this goodness, but that he has 
somehow given up his soul in the struggles
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. His heart was formed for softness - warped to woBgs ;
Betrayed too •early,, and beguiled too longg . • ■
Each feeling pure =» as falls,the dropping dew 

. . ; ’ Within the grot ■» like that had hardened too0o o
; _ The gentle plant hath left no leaf to tell.- ,

-• Its taleg hut shznink1 ahd withered where - it f ellg ' : .
And of its ebid protectors blacken round 
But shivered fragments on the barren ground!

The power of the corsair8 s thought and the magic of his mind hold sway in 
his camp| Conrad is all-powerfuls -wreaking his vengeance on helpless ships 
which,, fall Into his neio But his features at times are attractive and 
melancholyj, seeming to hide something beneath the paleness of the skin, 
the marble of the brows

Slight are the outward signs of evil thought,
• ; , , Within - within -= ’ twas there, the spirit wrought!
\ :I^ve .shows, all changes/-=;’̂ te, 'Jtobitipns.'Qtaile,' --

. J' / Betray no further than the bitter smile0 o o -

Hinting at the gentle past of Conrad, these lines tell us explicitly that 
he W W  not born into crimes ' ..., .--1 '

Yet was not Conrad thus by Mature sent 
' : . • ; i .To lead the guilty = Guilt1 s worse instrument :̂  , '

.. His soul was changed, before his. deeds had driven 
Him forth to war with Man and forfeit Heaven

The early i pictufe whieh; we get: of Selim is ttiat of a harmless - and romantic : 
young Oriental completely under the power of his supposed father, Giaffirv 
Selim is 18firelessM and "Greek in soul if not in creed18 and Giaffir has 
nothing but. disdain for this effeminate young man<, The sudden change, thens 
to the marauder, which takes the reader by surprise, is merely a more graphic 
description of the change that had taken place in Conrad’s early lifeo Selim

: 41<?, .'Corsairî lilj) ..xxiiio 4Sa Ibido, :1, xi»
::'42o Ibid 6.,'.'1, Xo';. /
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is described as a weak5 sentimental young man,, who has developed traits 
in secret contrary to his original character, hiding a wilder and freer 
spirit under the guise of weakness and effeminacy. His decision to fly • 
with Zuleika brings about a sudden change in his appearances

"Think not thou art what thou appearest!
; i.- ly Selim, thou art sadly changed2

■ ; .;v This morn I s  aw thee gentlest - dearest =• \ ;
' . But now thou1'rt from thyself estranged0“^  '

llhat is it which makes these heroes turn, into Fatal Men? It is experience 
and knowledge of the world which has disillusioned them and drawn them 
into unforgivable sin. Their sense of having fallen from grace turns them 
against the; worldo There is only one thing which can lead them into the 
paths of sentimental emotion - love*

"Yesg Love indeed is light from heavens 
A spark of that immortal fire 

With angels shared, by Alla given.
To lift from earth our low desire*

\ Devotion wafts the mind above,
. . But heaven itself descends'is Loves

A feeling from the Godhead caught.
To wean from self each sordid thought; '
A ray of Him who formed the wholes ... •:/ .
A Glory circling round the souli^S

In this connection, then, Byron9s heroes of the tales seem to be of great 
virtue, since they live in a world (a private world) of all-important lowed 
Love is holy, and, being given to it body and soul, these heroes in this 
way redeem themselves morally» Usually Byron9 s love is in close harmony 
with the enduring.love of Mrs* Radeliffe9 s heroes3 the fleshly aspect is, . 
of course, more pronounced in Byron, but Mrs* Radeliffe9 s sentimental

..Bride of Ahydoe, 1, xiii* 45a. Giaour, lines' 1151-1140<



"passion” is only a veil of conventional morality underneath which the 
flesh burns brightly0 While using certain parts of the sentimental genre, 
Byron was reacting against it in many ways o '- In the tales he was using 
the same sort of intensification of emotion as Mrs* Radeliffe used in Her 
novels to point up terror and romance o This revolt of Byron against a . : : 
weak tradition is only a facet- of the revolt of the t@rror=-roinantieists 
against the tradition of insipid morality.

The connection of the Fatal Man with his mate is basically sentiment- - 
■ 46 .

al in origin, Kelids the mate of Lara, and Gulnara, the mate of Selim’s 
emprisonment, are of the east of which we have formerly spoken and which
have their counterpart in the dark heroines of Mrs, Radeliffe, Kelid and
Gulnare, however, have a background of crime to temper their character, 
Kelid, in crime, forms.a close unity with the heroj Gulnare, on the other 
hand, is not allied with Lara except by a fatal, and unsuccessful, passion, 
Lara feels repulsion for Gulnare because of the crime she has committed, 
the killing of-his captor^

He thought, ©b her afar, his lonely brides
He turned and saw Gulnare, the.H o m i c i d e .

If Conrad had been more divorced from virtue, more closely akin to the 
black character of the Fatal Man, he might not have condemned her for the
deed which had won him his freedom. But

46 o This would naturally follow if we accept the statement of Rail© 
as correct, that the heroine in terror-romantic literature is "a rosy 
embodiment of womanly beauty and virtue,88 See The Haunted Castle, p» 285 f»

47o Corsair, XII, xiii.



This Coarad marked^ and felt ■” ah! eomld be Xessf .•=- 
Hate of that deed =» but grief for her distress;
TEhat' she had done no tears can trash away,,

: . And Heaven must punish on its angry day0 = = a ,

These hints of virtue in what might qthearwise be an all*=black character 
are one of the many problems of source which bother the scholar0 These 
heroes seem close to the "’fallen angel” tradition of Milton’s Satano 
The confession of the- Giaour is a testimony to the power of religion to 
continue strong in the heart of even the most disillusioned of men0 Recog* 
nizanee of basic Christian themes is not enough to make one link Byron’s 
tales with a morally demonstrative literature =

Many passages which we find scattered in Byron’s tales give us the ■ 
clue to the Fatal Hero’s past ■= a past which conforms much to that which 
we have.seen to be the life of the Radclifflan young hero* The reason 
for Byron’s heroes’ downfall is a sense of guilt which saps them of all 
hope® The development of the theme of guilt in its early stages is best 
seen in Childe Harolds where the hero has fallen into vice but still re
tains a certain amount of sentimental affestivity# gradually growing in 
the last Cantos disillusioned with the sdream of r ap t u re L ik e  Valancourt 
whose trials Of virtue in Paris must# for the most part# be taken for 
granted# Childe- Harold also falls into the ""ways of the world” but through 
a more realistic will to pleasure reaps sin to the farthest extent of his 
being and is thus forever fainted„

Ah# Vlee I" how soft are. thy voluptuous ways’
Ihile boyish blood is mantling# who can ’scape 
The fascination of thy magic gaze?^®

48 „ Corsair# 111# xviio ' ■ ' 49» CH# X# lxvi0



But .guilt arrives to make the her© regret the waywardness of his youth9 
and he can-only feel remorse = he is too proud actively to repent0 Vice 
has so warped the h e m 8s character that there remains in,him no trust of 
the civilized worldj he seeks refuge in cynicism and scepticism^ which 
render all things worthy of scorn*

Pleasure’s pallM victim!. life=abhorring gloom 
" - Wrote on his faded brow curst Cain3s unresting doomo®®

The guilt which, we see in Byron8 s heroes would be impossible without an 
early background of sentimental virtue* This guilt is somewhat of the 
same sort that Mrso Radcliffe8 s heroes feel when they are. momentarily weak 
in the face of circumstance^ neither Byron8s nor fcso Radcliffe8s heroes 
have a chance to regain prestige once it has been lost through folly* .Mrs 
Radcliffe8s heroesj, of courseg never run “through sin’s long labyrinth® 
because they are such static charactersg so bound up with goodness that' 
they can never3 for the moral correctness of the story3 be overcome* The 
essentially realistic hero of iron’s tales lets himself fall into all 
. experienceg ending up both evil and good* Hot so realistic 3 the heroes 
of Mrs o Radcliffe preserve themselves from opportunity for evil and endure 
in purity till the reward of marriage unites them with the ideal heroine 0 
Byron’s tales do not deal with persecuted maidens or pure heroes; their 
theme is essentially tragic*, the tragedy arising from passion. In silent 
reverys away from the turmoil of everyday life, Byron’s heroes contemplate 
the “peopled desert® of the past and see that there is no turning back 
for those who have gone the whole way in vice. But, after the meaning of

50. CH, I, Ixxxiii.



the past has been seen by the readers he is left with the feeling that
these 89evil® heroes are above all not the criminal type. they have once
been good but have been turned (due to circumstances beyond their control)
into ways of evil* ' The good. of these heroes is the good of the sentimental
heroi their virtues ahst be equated with the heroes of sentimental liters-.'
tur@s at least the heroes as seen by Mrs* Radeliffeo

■ ' . ■ ; ' ' . . §1 
The attitude of Byron toward Christianity is mixedo In the tales

and in Childe Harold we can find many cynical passages concerning the •.
churcho The Giaour is unrepentant;, yet he seeks the solitude and safety
of ,a convent in order to give himself to grief 0 Though he does not become
a member of the holy order or prtake of the community Spirit in the convent's
there must still-have been a wish in him' t© seek the fraternity.of God9s
men ■=> an indication; at least; that he was not completely bade And he
doesg after all; make his confession to a priest0 The gloomy convent and
the confession might; however; be merely trappings of the terror^romanee
type*. In Childe Harold we find definite criticism of organised religions

, Her® the red Gross$ for atill the Cross is here;
Though sadly scoffed at by the circumcised; .
Forgets that Pride to pampered priesthood dear$
Churchman and Votary alike despised*
Foul superstition! howsoever disguised;
Idol - Saint - Virgin = Prophet Crescent = Cross - 
For whatsoever symbol thou art prised;
Thou sacerdotal gaia9 but general lossI 

, Ulh©. from true Worship1’ s gold can separate the d r o s s f • •

But- there are passages in which. Byron seems romantically pleased with religion

' 51=. The evidence from Byron'8 s letters and journals and from contemporary
testimony would give credence to the idea that this attitude in his works 
speaks for the struggles of the poet himself*



and its ministersg

Amidst the grove that crowns yon tufted hills 
"Which<> were it not for many a mountain, nigh 
Rising in lofty ranks 5 and loftier still;
Might well itself he deemed of dignity9 

. ' The Gomr©nt8s white walls glisten fair on highs •
; . ( ■ ■ \. Here 'dwells ..the ealoyef 9. n©P rade is he.s-
., : . ■  ̂ Hor niggard of his cheer| the passer fey

Is welcome still| nor heedless will he flee ‘ . _
'From he.Beed if he delight kind Mature1 s sheen to see=55 /

■Here we haye two attitmdeso .the'first :latelleetnal and essentially realistic £ 
the second of a romantic typeo . Byron is certainly approving of the di@ti.ty- 
of "’natmral88. religi©na. divorced from the rale and the precept| except for 
certain passages, he speaks -©f God and 'religion in eonneetien with natwe ■,;. 
and natural phenomenao Byron8 s protagonists live in Christian simplieityo. 
His heroes and heroines are certainly not ImEnrioxis livers $ they live ia . 
the wilds and away, from the: comforts of ■. lavish fnrnishings:- and exotic f©ods> 
The corsair .is even afestemioms <=> his food; is seareely enongh for a ’’herHd.t'’ s' 
fare” and he will not touch strong liquor« lhat might fee taken as a general 
attitude of all Byron8sherpes toward religion is this passage from The Cor-

sole resources in the path I trod 
:. _ .. " Were, thase: T'#y :feark; — my love ~ my Godl

The last I left in.youth?,'■= He leaves me now -' :
And lian but works his will to lay me l©w<, ’ . .
I have no thought to mock his throne with prayer
"Wrung from the. coward crouching, of Despairs 
It -is enough = 1 breathe = and I can b e a r .

Thus the pride of -Byron5 s heroes is not actually personal pluming; but an’
.. ■■■ , ■■''■■ " . ■ . 58 /

honest wish to live in dignity and strengths @The weak' alone repent
This strength of character is somewhat akin to the acceptance of all1things



which typifies yotBig hero of MrSo ladeliffe Twhoj once having sinned r, 
has no possible chance'of regaining his former merit0 Prond9 bitters. 
scornful ©f weaker meng the hero of Byron becomes an extension of the Rad~ 
dIlfflan young hero9 with added traits ©f"darkness and evil power from the 
characters of the Marquis de Mont alt $ Montdnis Schedonio In this we en= ■■ 
croach upon the next-chapter9 howevero . ' - - "

lhat might seem to us mow a .rather weak criticism of religion in the ■ 
tales of Byron iss perhaps9 merely an aitenipt on iron’ s part to criticise

Byronfs attitude toward society is much like lirso R&deliffe5 s0 His 
heroes and heroines‘are divorced from any connection with bourgeois Society 
and live in soli tude and clo'se to natureo Society is @vils having been - .
. the downfall:, of .the herq9v;and >thus ;it vis; spurnedo -As a eonsequenee9 thisf' 
might add. another facet of virtue to the Fatal Man as a parallel to the'":'"".;
young hero and heroine of lfcsi;:Rhdolif̂  Harold -wears the t8shat=

- _ y  ' ■■■ ; ;  y;;" ■ ■ . : . ' .-

ter8d links of the. world8 s broken chain ■ ~ that iss he is free of the
, world’s hampering- eares9 free of convention^ Conrad ®hated man too much .to - 
feel remorse” for his: misdeeds, against, society; Selim is anti=social because 
of the wrongs which he sees epitomized in Giaffir and his people; lara8s 
criminal past: has' turned; him against society to wander gloomily in his 
Gothic . castle o" These toens it; seems, are divorced from society because they 
can no longer retain a'lost position; they hate" sbeiety because it has been- 
the instrument.of their downfalls. This attitude- is quite understandable" as 
a parallel to the Solitary enthusiast convention^ It is a. virtue to be 
alone for the ̂ solitary enthusiast o Thus, in - a sense, 'Byron5 s heroes; .are

56 0; If. we connect this with Eant’S toehaia of purpose” we may arrive at 
the conclusion that the Fatal Ifan has lost all worth in "the ”real” world»
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actually TirtaQias in their desire to be alones in their wish - to- be apart 
froa. the herdo The same thing might be said of the solitary enthusiast as. 
exhibited by the heroes-and., heroines of Hrs9 Hadeliffeo



CmPfER ¥ V 
THE FATAL Mil

It would . appear̂  .almost, incontroirertible that the villainous, eharaeter 
of IfrSo Hadellffe3 s novels served as a soufee for. the distinguishing traits 
of the heroes ©f Byroil8 s tales». . Almost every scholar writing on the sub
ject of the Byronic Heroy or the Fatal Mans mentions the great debt which 
Byron owes Mrss’RadcXiffe in this eategoryo Praz says that Byron borrowed^ 
by an almost slavish imitation^ from fcso. Radeliffe. such traits in his. 
heroes as 88the . pale face furrowed by an ancient grief s the rare Satanic 
smiley the traces of obscured nobility (8a noble soul and lineage high8.) 
worthy of a better fateo® "The Giaoury® he addss "first in order of time
of these Byronic heroes9' sho?js plainly his relationship with Mrs0 Radeliffe8 s

. ■ : : \ 1 v "" \ . : . ' , ' : : B , ' ■■ -
Schedonio® ; It should-be perfectly clear to amy discerning reader of• Byron
and IfrSo Radeliffe that the two writers have, much in eommmio It isg how
ever, almost impossible t® find any adequate number of parallels illustrat- 

- ing this facto It is the purpose of. this chapter to supply the need in as 
comprehensive a. fashion as possible0.

To show the circuitous route which literary borrowing's followed during 
Byron8 s period, a short review of the develepmeht of the ”eriM.hal monk®

• theme should suit our purposes quite well» 2frs<, Radeliffe8 s Bie ifysteries 
of Udolpho, as a hypothetical starting point, was instrumental in aiding 
latfbew Gregory Lewis to write .The Monk 6 In The Monk, the main character 9 
Ambrosib, seems, clearly derived from the character of Montonio Three; years

,1b ,ppq.' S 4 s :-66 O .; ;■ V ;,.r. ■ ' '



after the publieaticm &f fim lfoaka Mps0 Badeliff® heraelf eatered ttee fi@M 
*@ltb % @  Italim; tiitofe pwldes ®aaj parallel# to Sewis* awel ©a the ased 
these» Byrto v m  early aad eloeely seqmisted -glth the wltiags of fes0 
ladellffei but h® alee M w  the «srk of Xesig and was personally s friexd 
of the author. & e  theme of the ^criMnal moakf spp@Ws in Boon’s work 
as the Giaour, mho bears & great resemblance to the above-mentioned oha e~
- aeterso If Byron owes t M  oharseter of the Giaour to the inspiration given 
him by -the figure of Lewis9 Aabroeios then he also mm  fes-o ladcllffe a . : : 
debt for inspiring' Lewis ia M ®  work. If Byron was isdtating W@o Rad-
. • - ■ v ' :v. ■ .. . : ■ ' ■ . ':% ? • - ■■■ • . - ■ ■ ■ ■  . - ', , - ■ ■ . ■ .

cliff© 0 s Sehedotiig them he m&% certainly owes Lewis a debt for hawing ia® , 
spired her with, the subject of the “eriaiinal monk/* fMs rom# robin of 
literary influence aekee the scholar aware of the peremiial trath that 
a@*er@ of literary aehools H i m  a commmal lifes deriving austensmoe from, 
each other indiseriainately? giving their individual ideas and borrowing 
from others, without a quaM= In this borrowing end giving Byron Certainly 
had bis' share? and was thus isad© a part of the Gothic traditions it- ie sig» 
nlfioant that the Byrcmic Hero is almost synonymous with the fatal San9 
the terms being used often ittterdfeismigeaW» : - 'V■ ■ .. ,

In te'-o Badoltffe9- s novels there appears a character sasoh like tSe 
fred of ifslpole^e Castle of Otranto, fbls character is a tyrants often s 
usurper^ who is both proud and glooay? and full of passions which he keeps 
hidden under a menacing cotmtenaneec Bailo traces the descent of S&nired 
directly to the Maatced' of Srs. Badcliff©5 s tee %#terle0 of Hdolpho, tlisigh

00 ' flies© terms isply a great m a y  manings but are b'Wlomaly quit© 
close la. iaaaiing aad may 'M used synonymously for all praatical purposes=
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a character-maoh'like this appears in Mrs0 Radcliffe’s earlier works (JV 
Sicilian RomanoThe Castles of Athlyn and I)anbayne)0 There arej, of 
courses other characters in Ifrso Radcliffe's novels •which bear a partial . 
resemblance to the fully developed figure of the Fatal Man0 Monsier Armando 
in The. Romance of the -Forests pines in the Byronic vein with which we are 
familiars MAlasl . what.climate can relieve the sickness of the heartl X
go to lose in the variety of new scenes^ the remembrance of past happiness5

. ;■ • ' : ' 't..'. ' ' . " / . ' '■ ' , ■■ ■ - ■"$. " '
yet the effort is vaini I am everytiiere equally restless; and.unhappyeto
This is quite akin to the .sentiment- ©f Ohilde.Haroldo. .Xa lbttes in the’same
.books: .bears ; a certain' resemblance, to the Fatal Mang but with this differenceg
that Xa .Motte' is weak' .and is led by his- own, weakness into slavery to anotheri ■
he is merely a vicious, mahs, though noble8 and led by his weakness to crimec
“He, had been led on by passion to dissipation i  and from dissipation to vices
but having ©nee touched the borders of infamy9 the progressive steps followed
each other fasts and he now saw himself the pander of a villain, and the be- {
trayer of an innocent girl, whom every plea of justice and humanity called
upon him to protectoW , These minor characterss while exhibiting several
traits in common with the Fatal Man5 give us no more than a hint of the de= .
spair-and the evil ^ich we;.find. in vsueh. a man as Montonio •

The Fatal Man in Mrso Radcliffe's novels is imposing in appearance =, 'He'..,'
is talls thins'-with a-marble brow and a face that shows the ravages of past ,
passions*.. His- eyes are the key t© his character,' and in them center “dark
flashes”''of smli under1 their stare; ho normal person can endure? and: they
give his appearance the strange fascination of “something almost superhuman.?

S.. -. Romance of the Forestvp.o 458<
r-na^ r., - n-  1 T. ■ ■i.-.r- , ,■ ~ '

;4p. ■■■Xbido.s po' f



The general- disposition of this Fatal Man.is gloomy and £eroel©ms> The 
-flgt^e, of . the assassto w^ appears in the introduction to the actual tale 
of The Italian gives a hint to the reader of the type of tllXaia (Seh@deni| 
which is to -appear laterg ;;' ., ■;,/ v ■' t. ; . ' ' 'V:.

He was ©f a tall thin, figmre3 ■ bending fonrard from ,the shoulders| ;, ; 
of a sallow eoffl.pl©xion9- and . harsh f eatureSg and had an eyeg whiehs 
as it looked up from the cloak that muffled' the lower part of his 
©ouateaaneesi was .expressive of uneoBgaon ferocityo® ... ; ;

This assassin is merely a frightening spectre who has taken refuge in the ■; 
church to escape the consequences of crimeo We zgiss the full impact of 
such a personality when we have no actions through which to evaluate his .
charactero Add to this picture the elements which we find in Montoni of
haughty power9 quick cunning, insidious changeableness of demeanor, mysteri-= 
©us gleamings of evils \ • ■

This Signor Montoni had an air of conscious superiority, animated 
by spirit and strengthened by talent, to which every person seemed 
involuntarily to yield. The quickness of his perceptions.was 
strikingly expressed on his countenance| yet that countenance 
could submit implicitly to occasion; and more than once in this
day the triumph of art over nature might have been discerned in
it. His visage was long, and rather narrow; yet he was called 
handsome a and it was, perhaps, the spirit and vigour of his soul, 
sparkling through his features, that triumphed for him<> Emily ■ 
felt admiration, but not the admiration that leads to esteem; for ■ 
it was mixed with.a degree of fear she knew not exactly wherefore,^

After Emily* s fears about Montoni have been confirmed by his cruel deeds, 
she reviews his' character again? .“She had never liked Montonig the fire 
and keenness of his. eye$, ■its proud exultation, its bold fierceness, its 
sudden watchfulness, as occasion, and even slight occasion, had called forth

T T T S e T E a S a a ,  1, p? ' f  v: • -
6 d l^steries^of tMolphOsyl,; 'pos l S S ^ ^ . ’ . '



the latent somls she had often observed with emotion; while from the usual
- ■■■ ; 7 ' ' • ■, ■ , '

expression ©f his countenance she had always shranko58 The virtuous charac
ter senses something evil immediately in these men. The Fatal Man is given 
sway by his @yess also; they are the mirror in which his whole personality 
is visibleo -

fklly observed thatJ at the mention of any daring, exploits Mon- 
toni’s eyes lost their sullenBesss: and seemed instantaneously

■ to gleam with fire; yet they still retained somewhat of a lurking 
eunningg and she sometimes thought that their fire partook more 
of .the glare of malice than the brightness of valour; though the 
latter would well have.harmonised with the high chivalric air of

. M s  figure®oo6® .

Montomi is, a. villain of the vilest sort? yet he is a military-minded mas . 
and had oaoe served as' an officer in the Italian army.. In the fortress of ' 
Udolpho he holds command like a general. In many'ways ̂ Montoni is a more 
human charaoter than Mrs® Sadcliffe? s other villains0 He is much more sym
pathetic s for Instance; than Schedonis whose abnormal craving for self*= 
punishment mixed with' cruelty towards others makes him an object of repul
sion» Schedoni is so completely divorced from any connection with normal 
behavior that he loses any sympathy' the- reader might hold for him. This 
passage illustrating Schedoni$s character!sties is quoted by Fraz as perhaps 
the best portrait of the Fatal Hang '

His figure was strikingo 0 dt was tall; and; though extremely thin; ' . 
his limbs were large and uncouth; and as he stalked along; wrapt

' in the black garments of his■order; there was something terrible 
in its air; something. almost superhuman. His cowl; too, as it threw

■ a shade■over, the livid paleness of his face, enereased its severe 
character; and gave an effect to his large melancholy eye, which 
approached to horror r .. His was not the melancholy of a sensible and



•rounded: heart9 but apparently that of a gloomy and ferocious 
' dispositioBa There was somethiag in his physiognomy extremely 
singular5 and■that cannot easily be defined® It bore the 

• traces of many passions9 which seemed to have fixed the fea
tures. they no longer aniaatedo An habitual gloom and severity 

, . prevailed over the. deep lines of his countenaneei and his eyes 
•were so piercing that they, seemed to penetrates at a single 
glance>, into. the hearts of men9 and to read their most-secret 

. ■ .thoughtsI few persons could■support;their sermtiny9 or eyen.
endure ;t© meet them twice o® ' ■ ’■• / .

Zontoni and the Marquis de Montali (though the Marquis is not a fully- 
developed and typical Fatal Man) also have an effect of fascination on the 
readero These sinister heroes are much more striking than the convention
alized portraits of ifrso Ea.dcliffe8 s ypung he.ro and young heroine o

The romantic figure of the Fatal Man$> bound up with mystery and evil*
■ gave the public who had" the pleasure of first receiving the books much 

more of an aesthetic thrill than the sentimental characters which, through 
• the use of set conventions, had become. empty of all originality^ The public ' 
• fixed on the villain as on a fashionable'fad®. This fad was destined to 
live®' The Fatal Hero as representative of humanity, becomes identified,
. finally, with the spirit of all evilo In 'Mrs o Radeliffe and even in Byroa ' 
the Fatal Man8 s satanism is on a rather harmless level, since it is actually 

"not indicative of existing conditions® tewis and Maturin bring this satan
ism in the hero to a point of sheer revulsion, looking forward to the mom—

. strosities of the Marquis de Sade which are a still further development in
evil®. The tradition of the “Divine Marquis™ continues to the present day,
■■ . ■ . ; 10 " ' becoming indicative of a real decadence of morals and philosophy® In
Byron we can still see a close connection with a literature of morality and
sensibility; but once we go beyond him we find ourselves confronted by a ;

V 9® The Italian, I, p® 69® ; ;
10 o The greater masses who-read'“horror™ stories and “thrillers18 have 

kept the Radcliffian tradition alive till today® "



■ growing antl-Ghrlstian element s a will to Immoralitŷ , a ebnseloms revolt 
against any standard .of normalcy0 Byron1 s heroes and Hrso Radeliffe® s also,

: i>mt to a lesser degree, are responsible. to a M^ier Beingv Their sense of 
aetnal guilt is a neeessary part of their charaet@r0 Pride m d  ambition 
dominate these heroeso/Latef in the tradition of the Fatal Man and terror- 
romanticism this pride and ambition would degenerate into a cynical will- 

V to-pleasure and smMtion to exeell in debauchery« From one horror to the . -
next, from this rather natural beginning (closeness' to nature, exile, etCo)., 
the tradition falls into mere libidinous description^ The closest that Mrs» 
Radeliffe ever comes t© the question of sexual license is in The Romance of 
the Forest, where the Marquis de lontalt attempts to seduce Adeline to his: . 
will, at last capturing her and emprisoning her in his luxurious villa 

, (luxury indicative of. evil, - as; we have been before), where he intends to 
. foree her to become hid, mhtressoThe theme of incest enters here, too, 
for the Marquis, though he does net realize it, is actually Adeline’s pater- 

' nal uncleo Byron too, if might be noted, had to change his Bride of Abydos 
because it dealt with the same themeo

The Fatal Man often carries on actual fraud by posing as something which 
he is noto Montoni as we first see him hides his fallen circumstances and 
evil habits under the guise' of titled nobility, travelling as a diversion*
,Schedoni poses ae a monk of the most fanatical type«, Ihen the Fatal Man’s, : 
mask Is torn away f or a, moment there are violent repercussions o,. In The Ital
ian the young Vivaldi points out Schedoni1 s fakery, which enrages the monk , 
to a pitch of violent angerg y a , - k .

That insult, T̂ tich had pointed forth his hypocrisy, and ridiculed 
the solemn abstraction which he assumed, had sunk deep in his heart,
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' ands fermenting the direst passions &£ his natures he iaedi= 
tated a terrible revenge

The Fatal Mans, in his duplicity and satanie impulaesg is never at peace9 
S3for when is itsto Irso Radcliffe asks3 "that peace and evil passions dwell

; 12 ' ■ ■ ' "' 'together?* But sometimes emotions of another sort appear almost spontane
ously in the heroes breastj then he steels himself against these sudden
bursts of sentiment o . When Emily informs Morrbeni that his wife is dyings he

 ̂i y' ; ' .  / V  ; i ■ ' ; ' V; /; IS
turns away j 68 ashamed of his better' feelings 9 half sullen and half -relenting 0 w
lontoni thinks o W-The romantic illusions of sentiment are only the snares of \ ,
' ; ' 14- ■ y /  ̂ ■ ~
childhoodc* In The Italian, Sebedoni is torn by feelings of guilt which 
overcomes for the moments his evil design to mrder lSllen.a0 Ifrso Radcliffe 
gives a pessimistic solution to the quandary of Schedonig "The conflict 
between his design and his conscience was strong9 orj perhapss it was only 
between his passions*® Pride and ambition overcome even the most compelling 
of emotions such as pity and sorrow for wrong committed to an innocent victims

And shall thd Wakhess: of a girlg said he3 subdue . the resolution 
of a mant Shall the view ©f her transient sufferings unnerve my 
firm hearts &nd compel' me to renounce the lofty plans 1 have so 

\ v ardehtly' and laboriously imagined^ 'at the v e ^  - instant when they -
are ehanging into; realities?^ : .

Schedonig however$ is constant to his evil plans9 even in the face of more . 
painful pangs of consciences ,

He considered the character of his own mind with astonishment$, 
for circumstances had drawn forth traits^ of whichs till now*

The ItiUang Is p0 21? 14 9 Ibid op I, p0
33e Ibido9 p® 850 iSo The Italian3 IIs pQ 186 <
IS® %-steries ©f Udolpho9 IIS p® S6 e
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he had no suspitiioBo He knew not-by what doetrine to explain 
the: ineoBsis.t@nci@s9. the eontradietionss he eD5perleneeds -and, 
perhaps9 it was not one of the least that in these moments of .
direfnl and conflicting passions, -.his reason could still look 
down upon their operations, and lead him to a cool, though 

• brief, examination of his own nature o But the subtlety of 
self=love still eluded inquiriess and he did not detect, that •

„ pride was even- at this instant of self-examination, and of - -■
critical imports, the master-spring of his mindo-^

' The excessive passions of ■ Sehedozii give him the kind of energy that is un
flagging, and he is- never;-without Scheme :for advancing the conflict :
about hiaio Like the Byron of real life, he seems- to feel it necessary to- 

- follow his m m  feelings, mo matter what"the consequences to those who are : - 
the helpless victims of his .ambitiona Schedoni, in this trait, is much 
like Mohtenl who was forever at some plan for personal advancements

He ̂ onton^> delighted in the energies of the passionsj the dif
ficulties and tempests of life, which wreck the happiness of 
others, roused and strengthened all the powers of his mind, and 
afforded him the highest enjoyments of which his nature was capa
ble <> Without some object of strong interest, life was to him 
little more than a sleep| and when pursuits of real interest 
failed, he substituted artificial ones» till habit changed their 
nature, and they Ceased to be unrealo-*-' .

The excess of strong passions in the Fatal Man is not observable except in 
the contorted features of his face which struggle to keep mastery over him
self- <=:' He is sombre, scowling, and unmoved (for the most part) by the sight 
of those whom he has caused to suffer o The Fatal Man has a singular wills 
he will do everything possible for his own interest, even destroy those wh@ 
have helped him in his career of evil, Sehedoni goes to the length of 
killing the person, who has uncovered him to the Inquisition! and he kills

: iBv' The. Italian., II, p0 190, If.® Mysteries of Udolpho, I,-p® 185®
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this person while he -hisiself is on his deathbed0 Emotions ■which the Fatal 
Man has-nraeh work to hide take outward form in actions<? He takes pleasure , 
in the conflict of those whom he believes weaker than himself = He remains 
aloof always^ never for a moment revealing M s  own inner' thoughts <> " The at=- 
titude of Montoai in'this instance is most charaeteristio of the types

His character also$ unprineipleds dauntless? cruel^ .and enterprise 
ings seemed to fit him for the situation^ lelighting in the tumult 
and in the struggle s 'of .life8 he was equally a-stranger to pity and 
to, fearj his very courage was. a sort .of-- animal ferpcity; not. the . 
noble impulse of a principle such as "inspirits the mind against the 
oppressor in the cause of the oppressed^ but a. constitutional har=» . ,
diness of nerve that cannot - fsels and that, therefore, cannot, f e a r  =.18

- . . The . Fatal .Man is net without ' certain sympathetic characteristicsg even
at the level Of eyilo His excessive strength of personal!ty^ his will to 
dominate the lives of others g his concentration' on his oira interestss his 
aloofness from the common run of humanity<, all combine to make him a true 
hero type-.* In order to be a real hero9 a character must have something ad
mirable about him, something which inspires the onlooker with respect or awe 
It is in his power and alotteness that the Fatal Man becomes the object of 
our respect and awe; he symbolises man pitted against the world * In just 
his individuality, evil ©r not, he is worthy of. admiration* After Emily
is saved.from the fortress of Hdolpho she looks back upon the past and ex
presses sympathetic and admiring feelings concerning Montonig

Montoni s too, often rose to her fancy, such as she had seen him 
in his days of triumph, bold, spirited, and commanding; such 
also as she had since beheld him in his days of vengeance; and
now, only a few short months had passed - and he had no longer
the power or the. will to afflict; - he had become a clod of 
earth, and his life was vanished like a shadow!.-̂

: IS* Mysteries of Hdolpho, II, p* 27* 19. Xbldo, p* 251*
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This passage would seem to he almost a vindication of Montoni8s character ̂ :
It is rather a looking hack on a powerful and inspiring personagee, The 
adjectives of ’‘boM,” "spirited^8' and "commanding" are certainly not words 
of abuseo Taking this passage out of context, one might almost believe 
that Ibntoni had been a really noble hero, and not just a pernicious villain. 

The type of hero which we find in Byron’s tales is certainly much like 
Mrs, Badeliffe’s hero-type in both appearance and philosophy^ Praz is very \
explicit in attributing the source of Byron’s Corsair, lara and Giaour to

V " ■" . ' ■: . V  ‘ : 2 0  . 'V ■■ . " ; ; " V  ;/
Mrso Radcliffe’s Schedonio We can see the resemblance between these men
and Schedoni especially in their outward appearanceQ The heroes of Byron’s 
tales share with Schedoni (and also with Hontoni) the same paleness of face, 
the ’’marble forehead,” the look of hiding dark passions beneath an appear
ance of calm, the powerful physical presence, like Mrso Badcliffe, Byron 
endows his heroes with a murderous stare. Even Selim has'a strong light 
in' his eyes| he can meet the eye of Giaffir without quailing.in the leasts -

. On .'Selim’s eye he fiercely gazedg .
That eye returned, him glance for glance, ; '

t ■ f . And proudly to his Sire’s was raised,
Till Giaffir8 s quailed and shrunk askahceo>»o2l ,

After Selim decides to escape with Zuleika, his eyes change to a dangerous 
brightness s. ' : - vf. ■ ' ' ' , % . ' ; '

' v, ' .; His '.trance Was 6oneg his keen eye shone • . ...: ■ ;
.. . With thoughts that long in darkness dwelt; ; , . .
_ . With thoughts, that burn - in rays that :melto0>:
;f':: As the. bolt bursts, dn high : ■ ■ 'y . ;

';v f:;' From the black cloud that bound it, \ ' t;: f -:':

"r: ' 2G, f Se is attempting, of course', to relate Byron to the tradition of
terror-rdmance. But his reasons and proof are very reliable,
. ■ ' 21,:'-'Brlde: of Abydos', I, v, ' ' " ■ : . ' ' ' '
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Flashed the soul of that eye '
Through the long lashes round it*

Lara8s stare is even more strikimgg^^-,j , -  -

soothe wild sparkle- of hie eye seemed caught '
From. high5 and lightened/with electri© thoughts,
Though its black orb: those long lor lashes8 fringe 
Had ^e%s^red:;with 'a i!ielaneholy tihg©| . . ■ ■ :
Tet less of sorrow than of pride was there,,'
Qrs if 8 twere grief s a grief that none should share

The corsair is menacing and ferocious in his look. He has enough power in 
his eyes to retain a haughty aloofness from the crowd of pirates that are 
gathered about Mm, He. stares down any of the curious who might happen to 
seek the secret of his past in his eyes?

There breathe but few whose aspect might defy 
The full encounter of his. searching eye,^ :

The corsair can also tell the true worth of anyone by simply searching him 
out with his eyes. All those about him are careful not -to,observe him too 
closely, lest they be smitten by that piercing glance „ The Giaour has per
haps the closest thing comparable to the evil and power of Sehedoni8 s eyes?

Dark and unearthly is the scowl 
That glares beneath his dusky cowl,' 
The flash of that dilating eye 
Reveals too much of times, gone byj 
Though varying,, indistinct, its hue.
Oft will his glance the gazer rue.
For in it lurks that nameless spell, 
Which speaks, itself unspeakable,0o,25

22o Bride of Abydos, I, xii, 24, Corsair, I, ix,
2S? Lara, I, xxvi, 25, Giaour, lines 832=839<
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The foregoing passage seems so closely akin to the description of Schedoni 
in The Italian that it would, almost seem to be a translation into poetry of 
Mrso Radeliffe1s proseo The. raves of past passions which can be discerned 
on the face of the Fatal Hero, and which are so especially marked in Schedoni, 
we can find also on the face of Lara, with the addition of a cruel tongue 
much like Montoni'ss

, That brow in.:furrowed lines had fixed at last, '
- And spake of passions, but of passion past:
The pride, but not the fire, of .early days.
Coldness of mien,' and carelessness1 of praise|
A high demeanour, and a glance that took 
Their thoughts from others by a single looks 
And that sarcastic levity of tongue,
The stinging of a heart the world hath stung,
That darts in seeming playfulness around.
And makes those feel that will not own the wound;
All these seemed his, mid something more beneath 
Than glance could well reveal, or accent breatheo 
Ambition, Glory, Love, the common aim.
That some can conquer^ and that all would claim.
Within his breast appeared no more to strive,
Yet seemed as lately they had been alive;
And some deep feeling it were vain to trace 
At moments lightened e8 er his livid face <,26

Hoting the most important aspects of Lara » traces of past passions visible 
on his face, pride, coldness of mien, high demeanor, sarcastic.speech, hid- 
den remnants of ambition, glory and love = we can easily parallel them with 
the character of Montonio. Perhaps this. Lara is Childe Harold, come home to 
sneer at the follies of society and to dwell on the memory of a vice-stained 
pasto There is something about Lara that is strong and knowing - people 
quail at his look because they know that he can, through much experience, 
see through their.shallowness and viciousnesso Lara - and the other heroes

26 o, Lara, I, v*



of the tales - knows the worst about the human race<, The attitude which is 
assumed by Lara would at once sOem to point to disenchantment9 a disappoint- • 
ment in the seeming goodness of man, a knowledge that man is either preten
tious ' or:weak9' or simply unworthy of a glance o,: The reader will often come 
across a passage reminding him of the Weltschmers of Rene9 Saint-Preux, 
Werther, Adolphe, but the hero with whom we are concerned here is not of ex
actly the same cast as these men. The Fatal Man of Byron and Mrso Radcliffe 
is a powerful and active force of evil3 a real, bandit type3 lacking<, cer- • 
tainly9 in ethos9 but not given up entirely to the dream of sensation0 Sen
sation in our context of the Fatal Man is merely an actiye vengeance on all 
weaker personalities§ the Byronie-Radcliffian Fatal Man does not dwell oh the 
folly of human weakness $ but uses human weakness for a personal end»

The passions which animate most of Byron’s heroes - are akin to a will to 
revenge and are forces which lead to the destruction of some present obstacle. 
The Giaour must be revenged on Hassan, geHm on Giaffir, Conrad, on society 
in.the form of helpless shipss Lara on Otho, In this spirit to revenges the 
Fatal Man of Byron is like Montoni and .Schedonip who wreak their vengeance' 
bn society directly and indirectly for what they consider to be a wrong - 
their fall from importance and affluence in that society, Coleridge notes 
.this trait indirectly by paralleling a passage in Lara to one in The Mysteries 
of Udolpho, The count Morano, who has come to save Emily from the clutches 
of Montonis is wounded by the latter in a sudden skirmish §

The count then fell back into the arms of his servantj, 
while Moritpni held his sword-over him, and bade him ask 
for life, Morano of of aintedi and .Montoni was theh going to 

V .;,. /- 1 have plunged the sword into, his breast as he lay senseless9



but his arm was arrestedo e o oTo the interruption he yielded 
without much difficulty^ but,his complexion changed almost 

■ to blackness as he looked upon his fallen'adversary*»,o?®

This is. paralleled. with the pas sage in Lara where Otho has been wounded and 
falls to the ground helpless» . Lara s h o u t ,  '

"Demand thy lifei":- He answered not8 and then 
. From that red floor he ne’er had risen agains 

For £ara?s brow upon the moment grew 
Almost to blackness in its demon hue|29

and the "unleavened hatred" of Lara8s blood rose; he was about to dispatch 
Otho when the crowd caused his withdrawal, •

We associate the heroes of Byron’s tales with action of the strongest 
sorto These men are fighters9 of a military ruthlessnesss and they are 
roused to action only through the. most , violent of emotions0 Like Montoni9 
they are ehivalrie figures9 but propelled by evil# more malicious than val*» 
brouso The strength and ferocity Of Byron’s heroes make them look upon 
softer emotions with contempt (recalling the contempt of Montoni# the puz
zled surprise of Schedoni)» The rare flashes of sentiment which the Fatal 
Man of Byron feels# he is ashamed of and hastens to hide# as being merely . 
"romantic illusions" and "snares of childhood" (lontoni), Hote this passage - 
from Lara in this respect$

ooothers was softness too in his regard.
At times# a heart as not by nature hard.
But once perceived# his spirit seem’d to chide 
Such weakness# as unworthy of its pride.
And steel’d itself# as scorning to redeem
One doubt from others’ half withheld esteemoooo®®

28„ Mysteries of TOolpho, I, 271„ 30. Ibid.# 1, xvii.
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The natural effect of, this scorn for emotions in themselves would be a 
contempt for others who display emotionsa This would lead to antipathy 
against society =, The picture of the Fatal Man amongst the social group is 
a picture of contempt at work« The natural frivolity of society becomes 
significant of frivolity and weakness in the individuals who make up that 
society:o The Fatal Man, strong and military, as a consequence cannot bear 
the crowd# In Ghilde Harold we get several pictures of the Fatal Man’s 
typical contempt for society. Byron asks, quite often, why one of such 
strength and experience should mingle with the throngg

Then must I plunge again into the crowd.
And follow all that Peace disdains to seek?

.. ■ : there Bevel calls, and laughter, vainly loud.
False to the heart, distorts the hollow cheek,

, To leave the flagging spirit doubly weak; ,
Still o’er the features, which perforce they cheer.
To feign the pleasure or conceal the tear, .

Or raise the writhing lip with ill-dissembled sneer.

The real place for the Fatal Man, if there be any place on earth for him, 
is in battle, or pitting his will against someone, or: working his evil will 
against innocent and weak victims. Peace is death to him, and he must feel 
strongly and act fiercely if he is to live at all.

...Quiet to quick bosoms is a Sell,
And there hath been thy bane; there is a fire 
And motion of the Soul which will not dwell 
In its own narrow being, but aspire 
Beyond the fitting medium of desire;
And, but onee kindled,- quenchless evermore.
Preys upon high adventure, nor can tire 
Of aught-'but rest;1 a fever at the'core.

Fatal to him who bears, to all who ever bore.̂

This sentiment is certainly akin to the sentiment of Montoni who, at the 

" 31.' M ,1 ‘ilT^^ii. 32. Ibid., Ill, xlii.



mention of daring exploits9, eoffles out of his "Womi study" and. regains in- 
telleetual eonsciousness witti the recitation of Tiolentactiono The same 
m i l  toward exploit marks the corsairo The frivolities of society are to 
people of this sort unthinkable; there is only contempt in them for the 
petty passions: and tumults Of an organized group» Having plunged to the 
depths of passion and vice,, ^pleasure1 s pall’d vietimn finds mockery a fine 
tincture for the wound of society? s existenceo The Fatal Man’s lip is for
ever curling and quivering in disdain = He might stand among the crowds but 
he is never of them. He is cut off by the nature of his thought and the 
pride which will hot permit him to bow to society's idolatrieso

It is most certainly in the.Fatal Man and the evils in which he works 
that we find the most awesomeand terrible characteristics Of terror- 
romanticismo The Fatal IWan, as an instrument of evilj becomes a key to a 
whole tradition of Continental literature stretching down even to our day, 
Byron was instrumental in the rise of this tradition,, as is attested by 
Prazo The Fatal Man is indicative of the whole Romantic era in his denial 
of a normal mean of existencej his attitude of compensation for the present 
reality of a workaday world. He pits the basic unreality, heightened by ab
normality, of his mind against imaginary enemies of society and the world at 
large. He has no constructive purpose in lifei; he exists to revenge himself 
in one way or another, on the. weaker, members ; of humanity, the mores, the 
Organized groups which hold temporary power. He does not trust the emotions 
of love, pity, desire| but he pits himself against all forms of sensibility 
with a will to strengthen, his own character. Both Byron and Mrs, Radcliffe 
worked around the same theme of the Fatal Man* The earlier traits of Mrs,



Radeliffe'9s heroes may be traced in the heroes of Byroads tales5 bat with 
the several original facets added to them by Byron’s era tastee Child® 
Harolds Selim-j, the Giaoars C©nrads Lara , are all a series of developments 
on the basic Fatal Han theme which finds its prototype in the novels of 
Mrs 0 Radeliffe« The character of the Fatal Man is certaiply not always of 
exactly the same" sort; bat it might be said that in fundamental character
istics all Fatal Men have certain elements of identity with each other.
The question of differentiation and further development through the years 
is still a field in which.too little has been done, though Praz has supplied 
a grave need. The subject is certainly worthy of scholarly interest. But 
this leads us into further extension. It should be enough, in this chapter, 
to have pointed out the great similarities between Byron’s Fatal Man and 
the Fatal Man of Mrs? Radeliff^o , . f' ■ . : : .
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CONCLUSION

It has been the purpose of this paper to unite Byron's tales with the 
tradition of the Gothic novel by paralleling certain basic themes in them 
•with similar themes in the novels of ®The‘Qneen of Terrors® Mrs. Badeliffe. 
The community of ideas which we have reviewed shortly in this paper is9 
however, indicative of a still wider similarity between Mrs. Badeliffe and 
the other important writers of the Romantic Movement. Bailo goes perhaps . 
too far, in singling out Gothic traits in the works of Scott, Shelley, Keats, 
and others, in order to unite them with the Badeliffian traditionj but, 
still, it is valuable to connect great genius with popular literary move-, 
ments, in order to get a complete picture of any literary era. Irving' 
Batibitt entirely misses an important part of literary history when he dis
misses the Gothic novel and Mrs. Badeliffe as welaptrap6w,. Certainly we 
cannot dismiss such an important facet Of the Romantic Movement in a sen- 

■ tence when it obviously had a great influence on most of .the better writers
■ of the timeo Se are top prone, it seems to disassociate writers of the . 

first magnitude from their lesser contemporaries. It is, in.thus divorcing 
writers of individual genius, from their complete literary milieu that we ■, 
fall into the error of scholarly romance. One who works on the scholarly" 
level should have his interests farther extended than the mere periphery of

■ greatness. It should be the aim of the literary scholar, ultimately, to 
:.;;;-:form a harmony of literary history by investigating the greater writer along

with the lesser. It is only in this way, by getting a complete picture of



literature at any time a that one can form a basis for singling out genius 
from mere talenta Speculative literary criticss like those who have now 
been dubbed the Hew 'Gritie's, who take it upon themselves to add to literary 
criticism metaphysical, tags used (for other purposes) by philosophers such 
as Kant and Hegel, are certainly in danger of losing the humanistic basis 
on which any authoritative school of criticism is founded« By adhering to 
easily understood expressions which mirror correctly the ideas and forms of 
literature we gain a much more practicable knowledge of writers and their 
works^ A great writer does not express himself only, but expresses the 
world in which he lives through the medium of his creativity. Thus, Byron 
and IPs. Radcliffe express in much the same way the movement toward romantic 
naturalism, toward readjustment of the meaning of virtue, toward assessment 
of the hero-figure as the individual divorced by feeling from common soci
ety. These elements, while much alike in both writers, are different in 
intensity, but they are indicative of change within society and art of moral 
and aesthetic values. Byron8s tales and Mrs. Radcliffe8s novels not only are 
in the same tradition, but they share a common message.

This paper is in no way, however, an attempt to equate the artistic 
talents of Mrs0 Radeliffe with those of Byron, but is merely an attempt t© 
elucidate certain traits which both have in eommono

. In Mrs, Radcliffe we have noted elements of wild and powerful natural 
phenomena, and alternating scenes of idyllic and rugged nature. These 
elements are also readily seen in Byron, but with a great difference.
Byron uses the same, types of nature as Mrs. Radcliffe, but makes them serve' 
another purpose, putting them in different contexts and in connection with 
dramatic action of a much different kihd.*- Mrs, Radcliffe8 s sentimental

Univ. of Arizona Libraty
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heroes and heroines determine the scope of nature in her novelsthey limit . 
the symbolic importance of nature and natural phenomenao Her pictures of 
nature arej in a sense, much like the paintings of Salvator Rosa (-ahom she 
admired greatly) ■= to modern eyes they have become stereotyped and slightly 
ridiculous <> Byron used what would appear to be the same kinds of nature, 
but,gave them an intense personal symbolism; they become the symbol of the 
powerful man, the outlaw.of society, the Byronic artist-typev

Mrsc Radcliffe limited, her ideas of virtue to the humdrum realities of 
middle-class English life, and put them in contexts where they were given 
no chance to‘expando Byron, on the other hand, begins with many of Irso 
Radcliffe5s basic philosophical tenets but evolves them into a very differ
ent solution of the problems of virtue© Mrs© Radcliffe is not a profound 
thinker© Byron is always tortured by thought, striving to solve the puzzles 
of morality and ethics, of sin and virtue © Thus Byron goes far beyond the 
basically sentimental bourgeois virtue of Mrs© Radcliffe, to form what is a 
special kind; of virtue - the virtue of the Fatal Man, who does not have to 
answer to a set of rules set, up by society© Thus, while Mrs© Radcliffe , 
stated her rules of virtue and adhered to them throughout her novels, Byron ... 
developed the underlying bases of these rules ..and metamorphosed. them into a 
quite different set of virtues applicable to his Fatal Man©
; Further, the Fatal Man in Mrs© Radcliffe5 s novels is not a complete 
personage, He ±s’ffiainS^h:>static\^^i''rhy^>:'.ash.t©rao.t^ed^ih'his-evil 
characteristics as the sentimental heroine is in her virtuous characteristics, 
void of any real development© We have seen that Byron identified himself 
with the Fatal Man of Mrs© •Radcliffe, but we must understand that he gave 
this Fatal Maxi a deeper human significance and a much greater dramatic scope© 
What is in Mrs © Radcliffe a cold, hard dramatic type is in Byron a significant
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hman personality« Byron may have derived many traits from Mrso Radeliffe’ s 
Fatal'Man 9 bat he breathed life into this character and made him live =

/What this paper has attempted to do, then, is to illustrate the source 
of many significant traits in Byron's tales, not to bring Byron down to the 
level of Mr So Radeliffe and other Gothic writers of, for the most part, an 
inferior ranko However, the school of terror-romance supplies a background 
for understanding many facets of the Romantic Movement and is an important 
part of the nineteenth c entury literary sceneo We should be foolish to cede 
a place of the first magnitude to the school .©f terror-romance but it can,: 
certainly, aid us in a fuller understanding of the greater writers of the . 
time. '  ̂ ^
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